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Abstract 
Sustainable transport involves more choices and possibilities than ever 
before, and the topic is widely discussed within the maritime industry. 
To a large extent the innovations and technology exists, but even though 
there is a drive and consciousness to change, sustainability is still not a 
cornerstone in the decision-making process when new ships and transport 
solutions are developed. The gap between sustainability ambitions and 
actual actions is far from closed.  
 
This thesis introduces a new framework called Systems Engineering for 
Sustainable Ship design (SE4SS), which is based on the Systems Engi-
neering methodology for conducting concept developments and the Sus-
tainable Development Goals (SDG) for operationalizing sustainability. 
The new framework makes sustainability aspects an essential part of ship 
design concept development and the following decision-making process.  
 
The SE4SS framework includes an application of the SDGs on a product 
level (ship) and suggests appropriate tools & methods for sustainability 
assessment, considering different levels of ambitions and amount of avail-
able resources that projects may have.   
 
The framework has been validated against three cases of ship design 
concept development within the commissioner organization SSPA. The 
result shows that the suggested approach is useful in terms of; (1) raising 
a holistic awareness of sustainability aspects in ship design, highlighting 
the existing opportunities and responsibilities, (2) creating a more trans-
parent trade-off analysis where priorities need to be stated, preventing 
greenwashing, (3) structuring the process which facilitates the integra-
tion of sustainability aspects from the start and the communication be-
tween the project manager/naval architect and different stakeholders. 
Full-scale application of the SE4SS is needed in order to fully validate 
its usability and generalizability, however this thesis argues that the in-
troduced framework may be a valuable tool in both illuminating and 
reducing the ambition-action gap within the maritime sector.  
 

Keywords 
Ship Design, Systems Engineering, Sustainable Development Goals,  
Sustainability, Project Management, Concept Studies, Decision-Making, 
Maritime Sector, Naval Architecture  
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Sammanfattning 
Hållbara transporter involverar fler val och möjligheter än någonsin ti-
digare och ämnet är mycket omdiskuterat inom den maritima industrin. 
Till stor del så finns redan innovationerna och teknologin som krävs för 
en hållbar omställning, men trots ett driv och en medvetenhet kring för-
ändring så är hållbarhet fortfarande inte en grundsten i beslutsfattande-
processen när nya fartyg och transportlösningar utvecklas. Gapet mellan 
hållbarhetsambitioner och faktiska handlingar är fortfarande stort.  
 
Den här masteruppsatsen introducerar ett nytt ramverk kallat system-
teknik för hållbar skeppsdesign (SE4SS) som baseras på en systemteknisk 
metodik för konceptutveckling där FNs globala mål (SDGna) för hållbar 
utveckling har använts för att operationalisera hållbarhet. Detta nya 
ramverk gör hållbarhets aspekter till en grundläggande del i konceptut-
vecklingen av fartyg och den efter följande beslutsprocessen.  
  
SE4SS-ramverket inkluderar en applicering av SDGna på produktnivå 
(fartyg) och föreslår lämpliga verktyg & metoder för hållbarhetsanalyser, 
där hänsyn tas till att olika ambitionsnivåer samt tillgängliga resurser 
projekt kan ha.  
 
Ramverket har validerats gentemot tre fallstudier av konceptstudier 
inom fartygsdesign som genomförts av det uppdragsbeställande företaget 
SSPA. Resultatet visar att det föreslagna ramverket är användbart med 
avseende på; (1) skapar en holistisk medvetenhet när det gäller hållbar-
hetsaspekter inom fartygsprojektering där möjligheter och ansvar beto-
nas, (2) skapar en mer transparent avvägningsanalys där prioriteringar 
måste fastställas, vilket försvårar grönmålning, (3) strukturerar utveckl-
ingsprocessen vilket underlättar både integreringen av hållbarhetsfrågor 
från början och kommunikationen mellan projektledaren/skeppsdesig-
nern och olika intressenter. Fullskalig applicering av SE4SS behövs för 
att stärka valideringen kring användarbarhet och generaliserbarhet, 
emellertid så argumenterar denna uppsats för att det introducerade ram-
verket kan vara ett värdefullt verktyg när det gäller att både belysa och 
minska ambition-handlingsgapet inom den maritima branschen.   
 

Nyckelord 
Skeppsdesign, Systemteknik, Globala Målen, Hållbarhet, Projektledning, 
Konceptutveckling, Beslutsfattande, Maritima Sektorn, Skeppsbyggnad 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
By volume, 90% of the freight in the world is transported by ships, making it the backbone of 
our global transportation system. In terms of percentage of global emissions the Third IMO 
GHG-study estimates that somewhere in between 2-3% of the global CO2- and GHG-emissions 
(Greenhouse Gases CO2, CH4 and N2O), 15% of the nitrogen oxide (NOx) and 13% of the sulphur 
oxide (SOx) emissions results from shipping (Smith, et al., 2015). Furthermore, the IMO GHG-
study shows that maritime CO2 emissions are projected to increase between 50%-250% until 2050 
depending on the economic and energy developments. It is generally agreed upon that the 
transport demand worldwide will drastically increase the following decades. Sometimes estimated 
up to 430% until 2050 (Regeringskansliet, 2015). At the same time, ships are one of the most 
energy efficient means of transportation (IVL/Chalmers, 2019), making the maritime sector an 
area with big opportunities in meeting both the increased transportation demand and improved 
sustainability performance.  
 
In 2015 an ambitious plan for the development and change towards a sustainable world was 
established by the UN and adopted by the global community (UN, 2015). This plan, called 
Agenda 2030, calls for action within every industry, organization and government in order to 
meet the worldwide challenges. Central to the Agenda 2030 are 17 Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDG) which represent different areas, from No Poverty (SDG 1) to Climate Action (SDG 
13). Due to the position and impact of the maritime industry today and the expected develop-
ment, the importance of change within the maritime sector in realizing these goals is evident.  
 
Sustainable energy solutions involve more choices and possibilities than ever before, and the topic 
is widely discussed within the maritime industry, involving the assessment of alternative fuels 
such as methanol, LNG, hydrogen and wind powered or electrified ships. To a large extent the 
innovations and technology exists, but the assessments regarding environmental impact, eco-
nomic profitability and sustainability are often afflicted with large uncertainties making the de-
cisions by ship-owners increasingly complex and critical.  
 
Even though there is a drive and consciousness to change within the maritime industry, the 
evolution is too slow where sustainability is still not regarded as a cornerstone in the decision-
making process when new ships and transport solutions are developed. This thesis investigates 
how sustainability can be effectively integrated into ship design projects. The intention is to 
encourage new practices where the possibilities and responsibilities of the maritime sector are 
emphasized in meeting the future challenges. Because the challenges of the future are already 
here.   

1.1 Thesis Project Commissioner Organization  
The commissioner and sponsor of this thesis is SSPA AB. SSPA is a Swedish maritime consulting 
firm that wants to improve their offer in terms of sustainability aspects in ship design projects, 
the result of which is often used as decision support by the customer. By providing decision 
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support that enable decisions with respect to more complex sustainability aspects, the goal is to 
empower conscious decision-making that may create more sustainable outcomes.  
 
The concerns of SSPA are:  

- That the information for supporting the decisions in the end of the ship design concept 
stage in general is insufficient to make objective and adequate trade-offs between different 
concepts, especially concerning sustainability.  

- That if sustainability is not considered early in the concept development, unexpected 
costs and risks will appear later.  

- That the client’s expectations and priorities are not aligned, hindering the concept devel-
opment and the following decision process.  

- That due to limited time and resources, concept studies generally do not provide the 
needed information to have an informed decision-making with respect to sustainability.  

- That there is no structured way to operationalize and highlight sustainability issues in 
ship design concept studies.   

1.2 Project objectives & outcome 
The objective of this thesis is to investigate how sustainability can be integrated into ship design 
projects and decision-making. The thesis explores what hinders the advocating of sustainable 
ship design concepts in the decision-making today, which tools/methods are already available 
and used for supporting these decisions, how tools/methods can be integrated into a decision 
support system and how such system may be adapted to different sustainability ambitions levels. 
The major outcome is a systems engineering framework that is intended to facilitate systematic 
consideration of sustainability aspects and operationalization of the SDGs in ship design concept 
studies. The feasibility of the developed framework is evaluated in three ship design case studies 
and implications of application of the framework and further development opportunities are dis-
cussed. 

1.3 Report Structure 
This thesis is structured in the following way. Chapter 2 describes the methodology and working 
process in order to enable the reader to understand the development procedure. In Chapter 3 the 
background and prerequisites are given, putting the thesis in the right context. Established tools 
and methods for sustainability assessment are shortly described in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 and 6 
focuses solely on the Systems Engineering framework and the Sustainable Development Goals 
respectively since they serve as a basis for the final suggested framework. In Chapter 7 the SDGs 
are applied in a ship design setting. Chapter 8 presents the resulting framework which is based 
on the work presented in Chapter 4-7. Chapter 9 evaluates the feasibility of the developed frame-
work in relation to three ship design case studies with discussion and conclusions following in 
Chapter 10. The ending Chapter includes recommendations and future work suggestions.  
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2 METHODOLOGY  
The methodology used for conducting this project can be described in terms of the six Systems 
Engineering process steps below (in line with Fet (1997)). Step 1-3 are only briefly presented 
here whereas the subsequent steps are thoroughly described in the rest of the report. 
 
1. Identify Needs  
The first step involved understanding the concerns and needs of the stakeholders, in this case 
this is the Project Commissioner Organization SSPA. In order to get insight into this, experienced 
project managers and naval architects at SSPA and one project manager at the Swedish Maritime 
Administration were interviewed.  
 
First, the concerns consisted mostly of scattered thoughts regarding improvement of sustainabil-
ity assessment in decision support for ship design. Gradually the main concerns described in the 
previous chapter could be identified. Furthermore, the need for a new framework for projects 
within ship design concept development, that integrates sustainability into the process and deci-
sion-making, could be concretized.  
 
2. Define Requirements 
When the need for a new framework for ship design concept development was established, the 
requirements of this framework could be formulated based on the concerns and needs of SSPA. 
This led to the formulation of the following requirements that the framework should fulfill: 
  

I. It shall enable considerations of trade-offs between the three dimensions of sustainability 
(environmental, social, economic) and make different aspects within each dimension 
more accessible 

II. It shall suggest appropriate tools for the assessment of sustainability 
III. It shall be applicable in projects with different levels of ambition regarding sustainability  
IV. It shall structure the concept development process in such a way that important aspects 

are highlighted from the start 
 
3. Specify Performances  
Due to the complexity of projects within the maritime sector, it was decided that the framework 
should focus on the decision-making process in the end of the concept phase of a project life cycle. 
Hence, detailed design considerations are neglected, and attention is given to the assessment and 
proposition of different alternatives investigated in the concept phase. A focus on the concept 
development was chosen because this is where decisions regarding sustainability has the biggest 
impact and due to posing a typical consulting case for the commissioner organization SSPA.   
 
4. Analyze and Optimize  
In this step a literature review was performed to apprehend knowledge in order to tackle the 
problem at hand and to make sure that the problem was well understood, looping back to Step 
1-3. This included mapping aspects that influence decisions in ship design and available models 
for decision support.  
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Apart from the literature review, two ship design concept studies previously performed at SSPA 
were analyzed. The cases were chosen due to being different in terms of ship type, client, level of 
ambition and amount of resources. Studying these enabled the establishment of a baseline re-
garding how concepts studies are performed at SSPA today. The cases in question were:   
 

- Case Study 1: IB2020 - Icebreakers for the Swedish Maritime Administration 
- Case Study 2: Ferry in Sundsvall 

 
The exploration of both literature and cases, lead to the findings of two established frameworks 
(or “toolboxes”): (1) the Systems Engineering standards (SE) and (2) the Sustainable Develop-
ment Goals (SDG). These were profoundly examined to see how they could fit into the problem 
context, iterating back to Step 1-3. In order to meet the concerns of SSPA, the approach was 
chosen to build a new framework for concept development based on the SE standard and the 
SDGs.  

 
5. Design, Solve and Improve 
Now relevant pieces of each framework (SE and SDG) were selected and modified in order to 
build the new framework. The SE-framework provided tools for structuring concept development 
projects and decision support in general. The SDGs were used to operationalize sustainability 
and connect the work to a widely recognized agenda that companies as well as governments 
around the world use to plan and assess their sustainability work and performance. After the 
formation of the new framework, it was theoretically tested on Case 1 & 2, meaning that a value 
and usability assessment was performed by analyzing the cases once again through the lens of 
the new framework to see if the solution is in accordance with the concerns and requirements set 
in Step 1 & 2. This, together with feedback from supervisors at KTH and SSPA, enabled con-
tinuous improvement of the new framework.  
 
6. Verify, Test and Report  
To verify and validate the final framework after the last modifications, it was tested on a new 
case:  
 

- Case Study 3: IWTS - Inland Water Transport Solutions project  
 
Case 3 was an on-going project at SSPA so input and data were collected through a workshop 
with project managers and naval architects involved in the project. The final result and conclu-
sions were then synthesized, completing this thesis.  
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3 BACKGROUND 
This chapter anchors and positions the present study by describing the context of sustainability 
aspects in ship design. 

3.1 Previous studies 
The mapping of ship’s sustainability performance and means to improve it has been subject to 
ongoing research, especially during the last decade. Multiple studies have been performed seeking 
to describe useful tools to use, especially in the design process, in order to estimate and improve 
the environmental impact of a ship.  
 
Usually the studies and/or tools separate between the three dimensions of sustainability; eco-
nomic, environmental and social. However, there is an indivisibility between them and they all 
affect each other which means a viewpoint assessing all three of them is needed in order to obtain 
the wanted sustainability. As argued by the US Environmental Protection Agency looking at 
sustainability concepts from a broader perspective will play a key role in the future in order to 
assess for example difficult risk management trade-offs (National Reserach Council, 2014). They 
state that  
 

“(…) link between tool and how it can be used to provide information to support decision 
making related to sustainability is often not made.” (p. 31) 
 

Furthermore, they state that one challenge of integrating sustainability tools into decision-mak-
ing processes is to find the right level of detail, partly to assure that all three parts of sustaina-
bility is assessed but also to establish geographic and time boundaries to the analysis.  
 
Several previous studies have investigated different techniques to improve sustainability aspects 
in ship acquisition and/or concept studies. Løkholm Alvestad (2012), explored the applicability 
of Life Cycle Assessment tool (LCA) in the conceptual phase of a ship design process using a 
software based on the ReCiPe method presented by Goedkopp et al. (2009). The study concludes 
that a comparative LCA-study is a good screening tool to be applied when evaluating different 
concepts, even though it needs to be handled with care and linked with certain degree of uncer-
tainty, providing a synoptic view. However, the study does not look into the decision process and 
at what stage the LCA should be applied, and the different levels of ambitions that can be 
applied depending on time and aspiration.  
 
Another previous thesis taking a holistic approach towards environmental management of mari-
time activities is Rahman (2013). He introduces a framework that different stakeholders can use 
as a guide to identify relevant environmental management tools for the different decision levels. 
The study provides a good overview of the different tools at hand; however, it does not describe 
the needed actions in order to provide the right decision support at the right time, adjusted to 
the different stakeholders’ requirements and ambitions.  
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As stated by Gluch & Baumann (2004) regarding the building industry  
 

“A change towards more environmentally responsible behavior in the building industry 
requires less focus on tool production and more on understanding the decision-making 
process and the role tools play in this process.” (p. 579) 
 

One can argue that this applies for the maritime sector as well, legitimizing the usefulness of the 
present thesis.     
 
In terms of previous implementation of specific frameworks to guide towards sustainable decision-
making several studies have been performed. Within the ship design area Løkholm Alvestad 
(2012) used the Systems Engineering methodology to enable an easier implementation of sustain-
ability assessment in the design process and Value Analysis (VA) was applied as a method to 
increase product value in decision support in an Italian cruise ship firm as studied by Romano 
et al. (2010). 
 
A general approach called the Sustainability Assessment and Management approach (SAM) pro-
posed by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) also claims to strengthen 
sustainability efforts in decision-making (National Reserach Council, 2014). Nevertheless, SAM 
is not easily adapted on a product level, and VA requires strong interdisciplinary competence 
and cooperation, resulting in a very complex model. Therefore, the application of Systems Engi-
neering is chosen to be investigated in this study due to having a holistic approach clearly divided 
into smaller pieces, and thus can be tailored and scaled down in accordance with the limitations 
of this thesis.  

3.2 External driving forces 
It has become evident that stricter environmental legislations in combination with an increasing 
public awareness of the pollution from shipping is driving the change in the industry where 
sustainability in general and environmental performance in particular is becoming a key factor 
(Lehne, Norden, Dr. Wurst, & Nagel, 2015). The decisions and actions within the maritime sector 
are subject to many external drivers such as NGOs, authorities, classification societies, financiers, 
but policies and regulations remain the main external driving force for improved sustainability 
performance. The following sections will describe the current international regulations, hypothet-
ical future regulations as well as Sweden’s national agenda in terms of sustainability development.  
 

3.2.1 Current regulations  

The main body that the maritime industry needs to adjust to, who states the international 
conventions and regulations, is the International Maritime Organization (IMO) and the most 
important current regulations influencing sustainability aspects of ships are described in Table 
1.  
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Table 1 Important regulations stated by the International Maritime Organization  

Convention Important content 

International Convention for the 
Prevention of Pollution from Ships –  
MARPOL 

 

-  Annex VI Prevention of Air Pollution from Ships regulates 
SOx, NOx, VOC and ODS 

-  The Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) was introduced 
2011 and is legally binding to use for newbuilding’s. It is a 
technical measurement that aims promoting more energy  
efficient solutions, where the requirements are updated every 
five years in order to ensure continuous development  
(IMO, 2011) 

Sulphur Emission Control Area –  
SECA 

-  Implies stricter regulations of SOx than MARPOL within 
certain areas. Includes the Baltic Sea, the North Sea and 
English Channel since Jan 1st 2015 

Nitrogen Emission Control Area –  
NECA 

-  Implies stricter regulations of NOx than MARPOL within 
certain areas. Includes the Baltic Sea, the North Sea and 
English Channel starting Jan 1st 2021 

International Convention for the 
Control and Management of Ships’ 
Ballast Water and  
Sediments –  BWMC 

-  Requires ballast water treatment or other equivalent means 
to avoid spreading invasive aquatic species that heavily  
damage the biodiversity and ecosystems around the world 
(IMO, 2019a)  

Hong Kong Convention -  Regulates the disposal of ships –  not active until 15 or more 
countries representing at least 40% of the world fleet have 
signed the agreement 

-  EU has adopted a similar convention 

Safety of Life at Sea Convention –  
SOLAS 

-  Sets minimum requirements regarding safety for the  
construction, equipment and operation of ships.   

International Code of Safety for 
Ships using Gases or other Low 
flashpoint Fuels –  IGF Code 

-  Code to minimize risks to the ship, crew and the 
environment when using gas or low flashpoint fuels 
(IMO, 2019b)  

3.2.2 Hypothetic future international regulations 

Regulations are always subject to constant scrutiny, new ones could be issued fast or developed 
and negotiated over many years. Especially taxes, fines and other economic incentives imposed 
by regulations are of utmost importance in order to internalize the external global challenges and 
secure the business case for implementing sustainable solutions. Some hypothetic future interna-
tional regulations may regard the following areas:  

- Limitations of underwater noise to preserve biodiversity and reduce environmental foot-
print  

o Guidelines formulated by IMO or rules by classification societies can be adopted 
today, but no forcing regulation exists (IMO, 2014) (DNV GL, 2015).  
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- Incorporation of requirements regarding shipping in the COP21 Paris Climate Agreement 
which might include CO2 restrictions, requirements of Carbon Capture System (CCS) 
onboard ships or even prohibition of fossil fuels in the future.  

3.2.3 National Environmental Objectives & Agenda 2030  

The Swedish government identified 15 environmental objectives in 1999 (later a sixteenth was 
added) with the purpose to clarify and quantify the environmental aspect and challenges in 
sustainable development (Naturvårdsverket, 2018). The objectives are broadly defined with the 
goals to, until 2030, have achieved: 

1. Limited climate impact  
2. Clean air  
3. Only natural acidification  
4. Non-toxic environment  
5. Safe radiation environment  
6. Protective ozone-layer  
7. No eutrophication  
8. Flourishing lakes and watercourses  
9. Groundwater of good quality  
10. Balanced oceans and flourishing coast areas and archipelagos  
11. Prosperous wetlands  
12. Living forests  
13. Rich agriculture environments  
14. Grand mountain areas  
15. Sustainable built environment  
16. Maintain biodiversity  

 
All these objectives are threatened due to climate change, making them connected in an indirect 
or direct way, to the environmental performance of ships and hence the actions and policies of 
the individual companies/organizations.  
 
Beyond the National Objectives, the environment advisory committee of the Swedish government 
has suggested certain goals, especially concerning the reduction of Greenhouse Gases (GHG), 
including the goal of zero net emissions of GHG by 2045. However, international shipping trans-
ports are not to be included in these calculations (Miljömålsberedningen, 2016). International in 
this remark means ships (regardless nationality) that have bunkered fuel in Sweden and has a 
foreign destination.  
 
For example, in the work towards achieving these objectives Sweden had 2017 more than halved 
the emissions of Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) since 1990, excluding international shipping. However, 
emissions from international shipping tripled over the same time period and 2017 emitted more 
tons of NOx than all other sectors combined, see Figure 1 or a full picture of the development 
(SCB, 2018). The origin of the emissions is, as expected, the ships combustion of fossil fuels since 
a similar pattern can be seen in Sulphur Dioxide-(SOx) and GHG-emissions (Trafikanalys, 2019). 
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Figure 1 Graph showing Sweden's emissions of NOx to air 1990-2017, with contribution from international shipping 
(in red) tracked over the years. Shipping stands for approximately 92% of the NOx emission from Swedish interna-

tional transports. Statistics provided by Statistiska Central Byrån (SCB, 2018). 

The increase is the result of many different factors, e.g. fuel price differences among countries, 
and some may argue that looking at individual countries is useless since international shipping 
is regulated globally and only statistics on a global level (such as the IMO GHG-study) matter. 
In absolute terms this is true, but this example statues a striking example of what action in one 
sector and inaction in another may lead to.  
 
Because this development is essentially a result of leaving shipping outside the scope of the 
COP21 Paris Climate Agreement due to principles of non-discrimination (regulations are not 
allowed to discriminate against ships/operators based on country of origin or registration 
(Transport & Environment, 2015)) and therefore excluding shipping from national responsibility. 
But nevertheless, one may wonder how the Swedish Government tend to act towards achieving 
objective 2 (Clean air), 3 (Only natural acidification) and 7 (No eutrophication) without consid-
ering the by far biggest obstruction.  
 
Sweden’s Television (SVT) recently disclosed that GHG-emissions from domestic shipping, hence 
under the responsibility of the Swedish Government, is the double compared to what the statistics 
has shown, even exceeding the footprint of domestic flights (Carlén & Jönsson, 2019a). Moreover, 
it is estimated that over 100 deaths every year is the result of emissions from ships in the Baltic 
Sea. A number that has decreased drastically since the Baltic Sea was established as a Sulphur 
Emission Control Area (SECA - see International Regulations) (Carlén & Jönsson, 2019b). 
Clearly the room for improvement and need for action is significant on a national level as well. 
It is likely that this sector will become more and more criticized when the awareness of the public 
increases due to, for example news such as the SVT disclosure.   
 
The national environmental objectives gave, according to the Government Offices of Sweden (Sv. 
Regeringskansliet), incentives and a head start in the work to realize Agenda 2030 that was 
established by the UN in 2015. Agenda 2030 is a plan for the development and change towards 
a sustainable world and includes 17 Sustainable Development Goals and 169 targets (more re-
garding this in Chapter 6) (UN, 2015). An action plan formulated by the Government Offices of 
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Sweden for the years 2018-2020 describe a number of key activities that are expected to drive 
sustainable development towards Agenda 2030 (Regeringskansliet, 2018). For the purpose of this 
study the most interesting statements in this action plan are: 

- That crucial steps shall be made so that the national environmental objectives shall be 
reached (pp. 19, 20, 28, 29, 31).  

- That the Government has decided that national authorities shall initiate, support and 
evaluate their work regarding climate adaptation within their respective remit (p. 31).  

- That the ambition should be that governmental subsidies should support environmentally 
friendly solutions rather than damaging activities (p. 49).  

- That climate- and environmental aspects should be present in all relevant decision-mak-
ing processes on all levels and in all stages (p. 73).  

Furthermore, The Swedish Government’s maritime politics is formulated in A Swedish Maritime 
Strategy (Sv. En svensk maritim strategi) covering aspects regarding transport-, industrial-, en-
vironment- and innovation politics (Regeringskansliet, 2015). The strategy is very ambitious, 
however lacking realistic approaches and establishment between the different authorities. Who 
is responsible for the different parts of this strategy if not authorities? And what tools and 
prioritizing order are they given? The strategy highlights that the government and parliament 
have an important task in creating simple, clear and long-term rules that gives the conditions for 
long-term investment decisions and innovation (Regeringskansliet, 2015, p. 16). 

3.3 Uncertainty & Risks  
In the assessment and implementation of sustainability, risks & uncertainty are challenging to 
deal with. This since sustainability measurements often are uncertain and have impacts of long-
term nature making them hard to predict and subject to greater risks. As described by Epstein 
& Buhovac (2014):  
 

The constant uncertainty about how far to move toward sustainability, the constantly 
changing emphasis on and costs of implementing sustainability, and the long time horizons 
therefore make it difficult to implement sustainability in the same way that other strategic 
initiatives are implemented. (p. 7) 

 
To give sustainability a chance, risks and uncertainties associated with sustainability issues (such 
as reputation-related impacts or stricter environmental regulations) need to be integrated into 
the decision-making. Furthermore, the opposite can be argued to be applied as well. Namely that 
sustainability aspects are an inevitable part of risk and uncertainty assessment and that in deal-
ing with sustainability, risks and uncertainties are considered. Some even suggests that sustain-
ability is adaptability partly with respect to adapt to disruptive trends and uncertainties (Reeves, 
et al., 2012).  
 
For this purpose, some uncertainties relevant for the present context have been identified and 
categorized along the three dimensions of sustainability displayed in Table 2.  
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Table 2 Uncertainties in interplay in ship design concept development studies 

Social Environmental Economic  
Political Decisions (SWE) Future (unknown) effects on 

the environment 
Fuel prices (diesel, methanol, 
LNG)  

Regulatory changes (IMO/EU) Demand for new technology Fluctuations in the global market  
Public Opinion Disruptions (for 
example the “Greta Thunberg 
effect”) 

  

… … … 
 
 

3.4 Models for Decision Making  
Lastly, it is important to distinguish the differences between a decision-making model and deci-
sion support in a decision-making process. Several models exist today for how to decide, where a 
distinction usually is made between the rational and intuitive. For examples of this, see Kepner-
Tregoe method (Kepner & Tregoe, 1997), Kleins Recognition Primed Decision Making Model 
(Klein, 2003), Pugh-matrix analysis (Pugh, 1981) or the SWOT analysis (Leigh, 2010) to mention 
a few. Although these models involve creating a basis from which to make the decision, they 
apply different methods for this. From, for example, creating a situation appraisal, problem 
analysis, decision analysis and potential problem/opportunity analysis in the Kepner-Tregoe 
method to relying on experience and use intuition for what will work or not suggested in the 
method by Klein. These are not models that are explicitly applicable on the decision process in 
ship concept development. Hence, it is the decision-support presented in the decision-making 
process that is the focus of the present thesis.  
 
 
One challenge in the assessing sustainability is finding and using the right tools and methods to 
collect the needed data, in the following chapter, some of the established tools and methods in 
order to do this will be presented.  
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4 ESTABLISHED TOOLS & METHODS 
Tools and methods for sustainability analysis is an inevitable component of any framework claim-
ing to deal with sustainability improvements. Therefore, commonly used tools and methods for 
sustainability assessment have been identified and are summarized in this chapter. They have 
been categorized according to either being a trade-off analysis tool, tool/method with physical or 
monetary flow of properties. 

4.1 Trade-off analysis tools 
Structured trade-off analysis is a crucial element in the decision-making process. Two particularly 
interesting tools for this have been identified and are introduced below.  

4.1.1 Multi Criteria Decision Making and Analysis 

The process of accepting less of one parameter to have more of another may seem trivial but is 
challenge faced in all decision-making within engineering. As stated by Keeney (2002):  
 

Most important decisions involve multiple objectives, and usually with multiple-objective 
decisions, you can't have it all. You will have to accept less achievement in terms of some 
objectives in order to achieve more on other objectives. But how much less would you 
accept to achieve how much more? (p. 935) 
 

Several studies have been made regarding the question of using Multi-Criteria Decision Making 
(MCDM) to assess different alternatives and weigh different options for decision support. It has 
proven to be advantageous since it allows for ranking and trade-off analysis when multiple, 
sometimes counteracting, objectives and constraints are present, see for example Huang et al. 
(1995) and Polatidis et al. (2006).  
 
Aspen et al. (2015) reviewed the applicability of 12 MCDM-methods in the context of ship ac-
quisition and highlight the problem to find the most appropriate method for the decision at hand, 
concluding that many methods offer promising properties. Furthermore, they pay some attention 
to the scales used when presenting data for decision-making where a distinction is made between 
ordinal and cardinal scales. Ordinal scales show the rank order of different alternatives without 
saying anything about the distance between the elements, for example + and –  or rating accord-
ing to 1-3. Cardinal scales on the other hand shows the relative distance between alternatives 
such as years or costs [$/SEK]. Moreover, a distinction is made between the methods that require 
weights and to what extent a model is compensatory. The compensatory feature means to what 
degree a good performance on the one end results in an offset of the performance on the other 
end. Polatidis et al. (2006) showed that methods having a full compensatory nature are weaken-
ing the sustainability performance aspect of the decision making. Examples of methods being 
completely compensatory is the Benefit-Cost Analysis (BCA, or Cost-Benefit Analysis CBA) 
whereas methods that for example applies constraining ecological thresholds to what is allowed 
are seen as non- or partial compensatory.  
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As concluded by for example Polatidis et al. (2006) and Aspen et al. (2015), there is not one 
method that can include all desired features, which means that a rank on what objectives to 
prioritize first is preferable in order to select the most appropriate MCDA tool.  

4.1.2 Scenario Planning 

Scenario Planning (SP) is a method for managing uncertainty by trying to assess the future, and 
how different scenarios affects decisions taken in the present. Usually the planning horizon spans 
from 3-20 years, where the majority of companies applying SP has horizons of 10 years or more 
(Bradfield, et al., 2005). Its value is not about predicting the future, but rather breaking the 
habit of assuming that the future will look much like the present (Wilkinson & Roland, 2013).   
 
As described by Epstein & Buhovac (2014), Scenario Planning or Scenario Analysis may be used 
to identify social, environmental, economic and political risks and opportunities of different al-
ternatives. It is viewed as particularly helpful in businesses where the level of uncertainty is high, 
with many stakeholders with different priorities and opinions. One benefit of Scenario Planning 
is that it can help make decision-makers broaden their perspective into a more long-term focus 
(Epstein & Buhovac, 2014).  
 
Scenario Planning was used in the Third IMO GHG-study (Smith, et al., 2015), to forecast the 
future of maritime transport demand as referred to in the introduction. In the study an approach 
of investigating both different business-as-usual scenarios together with increased action scenarios 
where applied to analyze the opportunities, challenges and clearly displays the need for action 
and the danger of inaction.  
 
Scenario Planning may be used in both a simple or advanced setting and combined with other 
tools. For example, when estimating the lifecycle cost (LCC, see below) a sensitivity analysis is 
necessary where the most important aspect (often fuel price) is assumed to be high or low in the 
future. The investigation of different circumstances is central in order to assess the sensitivity 
and risks of the alternatives, which makes scenarios a key tool.  

4.2 Physical flow tools  
Many tools to estimate the flow of physical properties such as CO2, SOx and NOx exist today. 
Based on the literature study, the following sections describes some of the most relevant tools 
with physical flows for environmental assessment in the maritime industry.  

4.2.1 Life Cycle Assessment 

First standardized by the ISO (International Standards Organization) in 1997, Life Cycle Assess-
ment (LCA) is one of the most known and acclaimed analytical tools used in environmental 
assessment (ISO, 1997). The purpose of LCA is to consider the environmental impact over the 
whole life cycle, the so-called cradle-to-grave approach, and can assist in both decision-making, 
marketing and identifying opportunities for environmental performance improvements (ISO, 
2006). The latest standard from 2006 describes the principles and framework for life cycle assess-
ment and consists of four phases (ISO, 2006):  
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1. Goal and scope definition 
In this phase the system boundary and level of detail of the study is defined. These 
depend on the goal of the LCA and gives a certain amount of freedom for the user to fit 
the tool into the prerequisites of the particular project for which the analysis is performed.  
 
2. Life Cycle Inventory (LCI) analysis  
Here the input/output of the study is selected and collected to meet the requirements set 
by phase 1.  
 
3. Life Cycle Impact Assessment (LCIA)  
This phase shall provide information needed to assess the LCI result, in terms of for 
example emissions and raw material consumption, to demonstrate what impact different 
indicators will have on the system. One way to perform LCIA is using the ReCiPe method, 
mentioned in Chapter 3, where the different types of impacts are divided into midpoint 
and endpoint categories. The former is for example water use, algae growth and ozone 
concentration and the latter human health reduction, ecosystems damage and resource 
cost increase. The depth of the assessment here vary strongly in different approaches, but 
important to notice is that there are methods that combine all the different impact cat-
egories so that the output of the LCIA is a single score (Goedkoop & Spreinsma, 2001). 
In the ReCiPe model the user can choose seeing detailed result for every category or 
having it represented in the form of a single score.  
 
4. Interpretation  
This final phase summarizes the result from step 2 and 3, and discusses them in order to 
provide conclusions, recommendations and a basis for decision-making that goes in line 
with the goal and scope definition first stated.  

The main drawback with the method is the big amount of data needed and the complexity of 
the assessment, reducing the transparency of the method and requiring substantial knowledge in 
order to be performed. Furthermore, the result will only be as good as the input is, putting a 
large requirement on both quantity and quality of data to decrease uncertainty. This means that 
an uncertainty and sensitivity analysis should be performed when interpreting the result. The 
benefit of LCA is that it can be adjusted dependent on the level of analysis both possible and 
needed. There are several simplified methods developed that enables LCA to be used in different 
phases of a project and with different resulting parameters to compare between alternatives, see 
for example Life Cycle Screening below.  

4.2.2 Life Cycle Performance Assessment with Life Cycle Screening  

Life Cycle Screening (LCS, or screening LCA) is a method that focuses on very few environmental 
impact categories compared to a full LCA that requires a large amount of data which is often 
missing or hard to estimate in an early design phase. The screening-LCA method has for example 
been used in the JOULES-project. JOULES stand for Joint Operation for Ultra Low Emission 
Shipping, and was a project financed by the EU consisting of 39 partners from 10 different 
countries active over four years (2013-2017). It resulted in a new holistic approach on ship design 
for future scenarios, see Nagel (2017) and Lehne et al. (2015). The approach suggested by the 
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JOULES-project for ship design is called Life Cycle Performance Assessment (LCPA) and follows 
the following steps:  

- Energy Grid Simulation Methodology  
- Screening LCA-Methodology (used early in the design phase) 
- Financial Assessment Methodology  
- Integrated Assessment Methodology (combines economic and environmental impacts) 

The use of a screening LCA-methodology has several benefits, especially since it is designed to 
be used in the early design phase where most parameters are unknown. The indicators therefore 
reflect the most important factors according to the regulatory bodies and have impacts on a 
regional and global level, rather than local. These indicators (CED, GWP, AP, EP and AFP), 
or Key Performance Indicators are shown in Figure 2.  
 

 
Figure 2 KPIs for Environmental Assessment, from the JOULES project (Nagel, 2017) 

As seen in Figure 2 the Life Cycle Inventory focus on fuel production and ship operation. The 
Well-To-Tank (WTT) concept takes the production, refining and transport of the fuel into ac-
count whereas the Tank-To-Propeller (TTP) reflects the emissions associated with the combus-
tion of the fuel in the machinery. The effect from these are then translated to an impact category 
with a corresponding specific indicator for quantitative data. 

4.2.3 Clean Shipping Index  

The Clean Shipping Index (CSI) is a non-profit organization that independently report and label 
the environmental performance of ships and shipping companies (DNV GL, 2019). This means 
that vessels are classified based on their environmental performance in five key indicators; CO2, 
NOx, SOx & Particulate Matter (PM) emissions, Use of Chemicals and Water & Waste Manage-
ment.  
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A score between 0-30 is given resulting in a maximum score of 150. For all except CO2 emissions, 
points are given for exceeding legal compliance of environmental performance, whereas for CO2 
emissions the performance is evaluated based on a comparison with a reference vessel with the 
same main particulars since no binding regulation exists (Clean Shipping Index, 2018). 

4.3 Monetary flow tools  
In the following sections three tools with monetary flows that may be used for sustainability 
assessment in ship design projects are shortly summarized.  

4.3.1 Benefit-Cost Analysis  

A well-known economic tool to use when analyzing options is the Benefit-Cost Analysis method 
(BCA, or Cost-Benefit Analysis, CBA), which determines the relationship between the resulting 
benefit and the cost of an investment or policy (Riegg Cellini & Kee, 2015). It determines what 
costs and benefits are to be surveyed, identifies those and assign a monetary value from a social 
point of view and lastly weighs them against each other (Wrisberg, et al., 2002).   

4.3.2 Life Cycle Costing 

Similarly to LCA, Life Cycle Costing (LCC) is a tool that considers the whole lifecycle of a 
product and calculates all the costs associated with the product, process or activity. Internal 
costs as well as external (not directly borne by the company) should be included. Moreover, a 
LCC should include monetary values of the environmental and human health effects considered 
for example in the impact assessment in the LCA or LCS (Epstein & Buhovac, 2014) (Wrisberg, 
et al., 2002). It is preferably to perform the LCC in the beginning of a project in order to have 
the opportunity to change the direction of the outcome. It is also recommended to perform 
uncertainty assessment as well as a sensitivity analysis for the different input variables in the 
LCC. This may be done at different levels, depending on both depth of the analysis itself and 
available resources in the project.  
 
There are certain disadvantages with the available LCC tools, as identified by Gluch & Baumann 
(2004) that are important to consider. One is that it neglects costs of future generations and it 
does not consider the decision makers’ limited ability to make rational decisions under uncer-
tainty. Simplifying environmental impact to monetary also limits the applicability of LCC to 
environmental decision making. Another caution with the LCC method is that it is hard to 
eliminate the bias of the decision-maker since the monetary values are estimated and there is 
room for personal prejudice in the weighting.  

4.3.3 Social Cost of Carbon  

Social Cost of Carbon (SCC) models internalize the externalities that climate change constitutes 
by putting a monetary value on the damage that an additional ton of GHG into the atmosphere 
causes. It gained much attention 2018 when William D. Nordhaus was one of two laureates of 
the Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences for his methods and findings that describes the 
interplay between economy and the climate (Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, 2018). De-
pending on calculation model and approach the SCC differs, ranging from $35/ton CO2 in 2020 
for the business-as-usual case with no climate-change policies to $229/ton CO2 the same year if 
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policies are applied to constrain the global temperature 2.5°C. The latter scenario is, according 
to the research by Nordhaus, feasible but requires extreme and universal global policy measures 
whereas the limit of 2°C global warming (COP21 Paris Climate Agreement) is deemed infeasible 
(Nordhaus, 2018).  
 
SCC models have contributed with the introduction of approaches like carbon taxes that empha-
size market mechanisms in dealing with sustainability challenges and climate-change policies 
(Nordhaus, 2017). Even though mainly relevant as a tool on policy level, SCC can rather easily 
be implemented in ship design concept development projects. For example, the cost can be in-
corporated into an LCC-calculation and used in a Scenario Planning to estimate the effects future 
climate policies might have.  
 
 
Apart from established tools and methods to use in order to assess sustainability aspects and 
performances in ship design concept developments, two frameworks have been identified that 
serves as a basis in the chosen approach of this thesis. They are presented and described in the 
following chapters.  
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5 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING FRAMEWORK  
The Systems Engineering methodology has been identified as a useful toolbox from which im-
portant definitions and components have been extracted to build the new framework. The fol-
lowing sections describe the parts identified as relevant for this thesis, namely system and system 
life cycle processes together with concept stage and decision-management process definitions. But 
first, a short background.  
 
Systems Engineering (SE) is an interdisciplinary field of engineering that covers questions re-
garding how to design and manage complex engineering systems over their entire life cycles in 
order to enable the realization of successful systems (SEBoK, 2018) (Andersson, 2019). Applied 
in many large projects throughout history, from building the pyramids to the Apollo-program 
(Kossiakoff, et al., 2011) (Cappellari Jr., 1972), SE was first standardized in 2002 and most 
recently updated in 2015 through a cooperation between ISO, IEC and IEEE (ISO/IEC/IEEE, 
2015). The International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE) SE handbook furthermore 
provide a useful guide describing SE and the processes it entails (INCOSE, 2015).  

5.1 Definition of a System 
ISO/IEC/IEEE (2015) recognizes a system as something that is   
 

… man-made, created and utilized to provide products or services in defined environments 
for the benefit of users and other stakeholders. (p. 11) 
 

Furthermore, a system is characterized as  
 

A combination of interacting elements organized to achieve one or more stated purposes. 
(p. 9) 
 

Achieving these purposes of the system requires a structured process, meaning that any project 
can more or less be viewed as a consisting of one or more systems. A life cycle approach is 
fundamental for SE, and therefore a lifecycle model for the system under consideration should be 
chosen when working according to the SE-framework. The most appropriate lifecycle model to 
use depends on the particular system, since it is important that it includes relevant major mile-
stones and decision gates. However, the typical lifecycle model include concept-, development-, 
production-, utilization-, support- and retirement stage, see an illustration of this in Figure 3 
(ISO/IEC, 2010). 
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Figure 3 Example of a Life Cycle Model with two views of the system life cycle (ISO/IEC, 2011, p. 39). 

5.2 System Life Cycle Processes  
The model according to ISO/IEC/IEEE divides activities that may be performed during the life 
cycle into four main groups of processes: 

1. Agreement processes 
2. Organizational Project-Enabling Processes 
3. Technical Management Processes 
4. Technical Processes 

Altogether there are 30 processes distributed over these categories, see Appendix A for an over-
view of these. The processes are included in the life cycle model, but the extent to which they 
are applied naturally vary. Under Technical Management processes, the Decision Management 
process is categorized. It is this specific process, and the support for the decision gates in the end 
of the concept stage, which has been the focus of the present thesis. A more detailed definition 
of what is included in the Concept Stage and the Decision Management Process are presented in 
the following sections.  

5.3 Definition of the Concept Stage 
The purpose of the Concept Stage is according to ISO/IEC (2010):  
 

The Concept Stage is executed to assess new business opportunities and to develop pre-
liminary system requirements and a feasible design solution. (p. 25) 

Even though business opportunities are highlighted in the definition, it might as well be new 
needs without business intentions which for example applies to authorities. The Concept Stage 
is signified by including processes to define and explore alternative solutions to meet certain 
needs. It starts with an initial recognition and identification of stakeholders’ needs which then 
turns into exploration of concepts where different aspects of the needs are assessed. One or several 
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concepts are continuously developed which results in the proposal of at least one viable solution 
(ISO/IEC, 2010).  
 
The objective of the concept stage is therefore to provide confidence that the decision gate can 
be passed successfully, meaning that the business case (if a commercial actor) or need is assured 
and the chosen concept feasible. Another notable part of concept studies, according to the SE 
framework, is validation so that the system requirements are aligned with stakeholder expecta-
tions early on.   

5.3.1 Concept Stage in Ship Design 
An Input-Process-Output (IPO) chart of the concept stage suitable for a project within the 
maritime sector has been constructed based on the SE-standard and the directions provided in 
the INCOSE-handbook, see Figure 4. Input is the data and material describing the project at 
hand (e.g. an enquiry for a new ship design to solve a transport scenario); the controls describes 
the directives and constrains the system has to obey (e.g. IMO regulations, National laws and 
Standards); the enabling mechanisms are the resources, techniques and tools necessary in order 
to perform the activities (e.g. simulation tools, project infrastructure and workforce distribution); 
lastly the most notably outputs are the selected concept as well as a clear understanding of the 
stakeholder needs and preliminary system requirements.  
 

Figure 4 Input-Process-Output (IPO) chart for a Concept Stage based on the directions in the INCOSE-handbook and 
ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288 standard. Note that not all parts are necessarily included since the application is contingent on the 
specific system and context. TRL is an abbreviation for Technology Readiness Level and ConOps for Concept of Operation. 
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5.4 Definition of the Decision Management process  
The purpose of the Decision Management process is according to ISO/IEC/IEEE (2015): 
 

(…) to provide a structured, analytical framework for objectively identifying, characteriz-
ing and evaluating a set of alternatives for a decision at any point in the life cycle and 
select the most beneficial course of action. (p. 36) 

This is typically important at the end of the concept stage before entering the development stage 
since a decision gate needs to be passed for a concept to be selected. According to the INCOSE 
handbook, a decision gate is an event where approval to move on with the project is given, 
making it both a milestone and a review. Thus, it has both entry and exit criteria, and is de-
pendent on the agreement between the decision makers in order to pass (INCOSE, 2015). In 
short, the Decision Management process makes sure that the decision gate is passed in an orga-
nized, rational way.  

5.4.1 Decision-Management in Ship Design  

Similar to Figure 4, an IPO diagram for the Decision Management process suitable for the ship 
design concept development has been made, illustrated in Figure 5. Some activities in this dia-
gram are similar to activities in Figure 4, making it evident that the Decision-Making process is 
an important procedure in the Concept Stage. INCOSE even states that it can be suggested that 
all SE activities, regardless process or stage, should be pursued within the context of supporting 
good decision making (INCOSE, 2015). Important input here is info regarding the decision situ-
ation at hand, which is necessary to clarify the decision statement i.e. what decision the concept 
study will be used for.   

Figure 5 IPO chart describing the Decision Management process in ship design concept development, adapted from 
the INCOSE-handbook & ISO/IEC/IEEE standard. MCDM is an abbreviation for Multi Criteria Decision Making.  
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5.5 Simplified SE Framework  
The complete SE-methodology, that includes all system lifecycle processes and architectural de-
sign & description, is complex and rather difficult for non-systems-engineers to completely follow. 
However, a simplified Systems Engineering methodology that focuses on the implementation of 
environmental aspects into the process was introduced by Fet (1997) and has, due to its simplic-
ity, been chosen here to serve as a basis in the new framework. One benefit that is proved by 
Fet is that SE, even the simplified version, can easily be combined with other methods for envi-
ronmental assessment and management such as LCA (Fet A. M., 2002). The simplified SE-
framework is illustrated in   and shortly described below.  
 

1. Identify Needs  
First, the needs and concerns of stakeholders and interested parties within the whole 
lifecycle of the project must be identified, based on the customer’s requirements.  
 
2. Define Requirements 
The requirements can then be defined based on the needs. In terms of environmental 
performance this can include requirements regarding eco-documentation or compliance 
with policies.  
 
3. Specify Performances  
These can be described as Environmental Performance Indicators (EPIs) and are most 
commonly the result of an inventory analysis.  
 
4. Analyze and Optimize  
Classify the performances according to their potential impact. Concerning the environ-
ment, preferably local, regional and global effects should be analyzed which means that 
widespread knowledge about the environment and how different aspects affect it is nec-
essary in this step. Different scenarios and alternatives can then be selected and evaluated, 
most commonly in some form of multi-objective optimization analysis.   
 
5. Design, Solve and Improve 
Here the alternative solutions/improvements are introduced with sufficient information 
to take a decision in how to go forth in terms of improving design, production etc. so that 
the performance requirements are met.  
 
6. Verify, Test and Report  
To verify that the solution is in accordance with the concerns and requirements, contin-
uous test and evaluation is needed, together with a stringent documentation describing 
what improvements have been achieved.  
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Figure 6 Simplified Systems Engineering Method (Fet A. M., 1997) 

 
The activities in the Decision-Making process as well as the Concept Stage as such follow this 
cycle in the SE-methodology making the iterative nature of systems engineering evident with 
constant revision of requirements and validation against stakeholder needs important to consider 
during the development.  
 
Now a Systems Engineering foundation that provides powerful tools for organizing and structur-
ing the concept development has been established. What remains is way to efficiently integrate 
sustainability aspects into the processes to fulfill the objectives of this study. The chosen ap-
proach for this is described in the next chapter.    
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6 SUSTAINABILITY FRAMEWORK 
To operationalize sustainability and achieve the objective of the present study, a second estab-
lished framework has been used; namely the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and the 
SDG Compass (presented later in this chapter). The 17 SDGs were set by the UN and adopted 
by all member states in 2015 and are displayed in Figure 7 (UN, 2015).   
 

 
Figure 7 The Sustainable Development Goals (UN, 2019). 

In addition to the 17 goals, which can more or less be viewed as categories, there are 169 targets 
which directly reflects the challenges that needs to be faced under each superior goal.  

6.1 The SDGs in the maritime sector  
Looking at the applicability of the SDGs in the maritime industry, the Technical Cooperation 
Committee of IMO notes that all SDGs are somewhat relevant to the maritime sector and the 
mandate of IMO, but that eight are deemed the most relevant, namely the following:  

- SDG 4: Quality Education  
- SDG 5: Gender Equality 
- SDG 6: Clean Water and Sanitation 
- SDG 7: Affordable and Clean Energy 
- SDG 9: Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure  
- SDG 13: Climate Action 
- SDG 14: Life Below Water  
- SDG 17: Partnerships for the Goals  

This is motivated mainly by the promotion of ratifications of different conventions such as MAR-
POL, SOLAS, London Convention, Hong Kong Ship Recycling Convention etc. since IMO is the 
global regulator of international shipping it is the natural way to exert change in the maritime 
industry (The Technical Cooperation Committee of IMO, 2017). However, the stated priorities 
and linkage between the SDGs and work of IMO is not seamlessly applicable at a product level 
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for the individual actor in the maritime industry. For example, contribution to Goal 4 (Ensure 
inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all) is 
denoted as directly relevant which can be understood from an overall strategy point of view but 
is not something that will be directly relevant in the concept stage of a specific project. 

6.2 Risk of SDG-washing  
Even though acknowledged around the world by governments, companies and individuals the 
SDGs have a risk being exploited in greenwashing or so called “SDG-washing” (Nieuwenkamp, 
2017) (Röhne, 2019). This means that companies use the goals in their strategies and marketing 
to present a sustainable picture in a symbolic way, while not working with improving their 
sustainability performance. Since it has been studied that Greenwashing has increased when the 
external pressure from stakeholders towards sustainability targets increase, see Testa et.al. (2018), 
caution should be paid to the way the SDGs are used when operationalizing sustainability in the 
maritime sector. As argued by Trollbäck (2019), making sure to relate not only to the goals but 
including the targets make it more difficult to use them as greenwashing. 

6.3 The SDG Compass 
In order to guide companies around the world in their implementation of the SDGs into their 
strategies the SDG Compass was cooperatively developed by the Global Reporting Initiative 
(GRI), the UN Global Compact and the World Business Council for Sustainable Development 
(WBCSD) and launched in 2015 (GRI, 2015). The framework, illustrated in Figure 8, consists of 
the following five steps:  

 
Figure 8 The five steps in the SDG compass framework (GRI, UN Global Compact, WBCSD, 2015) 

1. Understanding the SDGs  
The first step in the compass is to study what the goals are and what opportunities and 
responsibilities they represent for the individual company or organization. Understanding 
the SDGs and why it is beneficial to work with them is vital for a successful implemen-
tation.  
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2. Defining priorities  
The next step is to build on the knowledge and opportunities presented in step 1 to define 
the priorities, since not all 17 goals will be equally relevant in all cases. This is done by 
evaluating the current potential, positive and negative effects of and on the company 
throughout the value chain. Relevant indicators are then selected for the areas where 
impact is the highest and needed data is collected. Lastly the priorities are defined.  
 
3. Setting goals  
Here specific and measurable goals are set, preferably with a timeframe. For each identi-
fied priority one or a few Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) should be selected. For 
overall business strategies it is recommended that the KPIs are well-known to enable 
comparison between companies. Defining a baseline and the level of ambition for the 
business is important to monitor the progress correctly and establish a timeframe for the 
goals. Input from external and internal stakeholders is recommended to guide towards 
the right type of goals.  
 
4. Integrating  
In order to embed the SDGs at the core of the business this step focuses on strategic 
decision-making incorporated in all functions of the business, as well as leadership and 
partnerships to enhance sustainability performance and achieve long term improvements.  
 
5. Reporting and Communicating  
This step focuses on the importance of reporting and communicating the progress (both 
positive and negative) against the SDGs.  Doing this in a structured matter is key for a 
successful assessment and for a healthy relationship with stakeholders. Well-established 
sustainability reporting standards described by the GRI or Carbon Disclosure Project 
(CDP) are recommended.  

Even though the SDG-compass was mainly developed for multinational companies to align their 
strategies at an entity-level, it is stated that the guide may be applied at a product level as well. 
However, no such study has been found and it is therefore a contribution of the present study to 
show how it can be applied on a product level, in this case ship design concept development.  
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7 SDGs IN SHIP DESIGN  
In this Chapter the SDG-compass is applied on a product level, namely a ship. The presented 
work provides a basis for operationalizing sustainability in any ship design project. This implies 
that the application should be sound for any ship type (ferry/cargo ship/barge), client (com-
pany/organization/authority) and sustainability ambition in the specific project (low/me-
dium/high). Thus, the application presented here may be viewed as a setting example and start-
ing-point to proceed from when initiating a new ship design concept development, regardless of 
circumstances.  
 
The necessary reframing of the content and scope of the steps in the compass in order to fit on 
a product level can shortly be described accordingly:  

- In Step 1: consideration of the SDGs relevancy in a generic ship design project rather 
than a specific company.  

- In Step 2: mapping of impact over a ship’s lifecycle compared to company effects through-
out the value chain suggested by the compass.  

- In Step 3: selection of indicators and assessing priority/potential for each SDG mapped 
as relevant for ship design. Focus on performance rather than long-term strategic goals.  

- In Step 4: integration through the selection of appropriate methods/tools for data collec-
tion which is needed in the decision making rather than strategic implementation in all 
functions.  

Step 5 (Reporting & communicating) is not presented and applied here but is inevitably a part 
of the later presented final framework. The application was carried out through high-level scans 
and qualified interpretations by the author in dialogue with experienced naval architects and 
project managers at SSPA. 

7.1 Understand & select SDGs 
Similar to the SDG-compass approach the first thing to do on a product level is to understand 
the SDGs and identify which of the goals are relevant for the specific project. As described in 
Chapter 6, IMO have chosen eight goals which are the deemed the most relevant for the maritime 
industry, but as mentioned not all of them will be equally applicable on a product level. Therefore, 
the relevant SDGs for concept studies in a generic ship design project will look different from the 
ones suggested by the IMO. 
 
The selected SDGs for a ship design project have been classified into the three dimensions of 
sustainability (see Figure 9). The selection was based on the literature study, with input provided 
by consultants at SSPA. Note that an essence of the SDGs is the indivisibility of them, as the 
improvement on one goal might be contingent on another (TEEB, 2018). This reaffirms the 
applicability of systems engineering in dealing with sustainability performance improvement.   
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Figure 9 Mapping of relevant SDGs for ship design concept studies categorized along either a social, economic or 
environmental dimension. Goal 17 overarch all dimensions. 

7.2 Map positive & negative impact  
Instead of looking at the impact across the value chain, as suggested by the SDG-compass, a life 
cycle perspective is used in accordance with System Engineering. Hence, the selected SDGs are 
placed along the ship life cycle where the impact relating to the issues the SDGs represent is the 
greatest. As suggested by the SDG-compass, the impact is categorized as either contributing to 
the fulfilment of the goal or as a having a negative impact. The purpose of this evaluation is to 
understand how positive impact may be scaled up and negative impacts minimized (GRI, UN 
Global Compact, WBCSD, 2015). Figure 10 shows the resulting mapping of the SDGs selected 
in the previous section.  
 

 
Figure 10 Ships general impacts on the SDGs over the life cycle. Note that some goals will be relevant across the life 
cycle and that the assessment is subject to subjective judgement. 
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The assessment takes into account that the highest proportions of environmental impacts, some-
times well over 90%, occurs at the operational phase (see for example (Fet & Sørgård , 1999), 
(Kameyama, Hiraoka, & Tauchi, 2007), (Schrooten, et al., 2009) and (Chatzinikolaou & Ventikos, 
2014)). Due to the long lifespan of ships, it is also during the utilization phase social and economic 
impacts will be mostly present. However, it is important to consider that even though the actual 
impact may occur during utilization, decisions influencing the performance is taken during the 
concept stage, making the SDGs very important to consider early in the project.  
 

7.3 Prioritize & select indictors 
For each SDG, relevant target(s) are then selected and connected to one or more indicator(s), 
following the SDG-compass methodology. Furthermore, the priority of each indicator and poten-
tial for improvement is evaluated based on severity of impact area, opportunity to improve 
impact area and importance during the concept development, following a low-medium-high rank-
ing. The indicators were chosen based on the literature study, in particular they echo indicators 
from the JOULES-project where CED, GWP, AP, EP and AFP are suggested as KPIs for envi-
ronmental assessment (see Figure 2) and the suggested indicators by the UN at the SDG web 
platform (UN, 2019). The result is summarized in Table 3.   
 
Remember that the targets, indicators and priority/potential have been evaluated with respect 
to the concept development of a ship. However, it is difficult to generalize and depending on the 
particular case that the concept study concerns, the parameters of interest and priority/potential, 
including their relative weighting, will differ.  
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Table 3 Mapped SDG with corresponding relevant target, indicator and priority/potential fit for the concept devel-
opment within the maritime industry.  

Dimension Goal Target Indicator Priority/Potential 
Economic SDG 8:  

Decent Work 
and Economic 
Growth 

8.1: Sustainable 
Economic Growth  

- Employment &  
revenue generation  

- Net value 

High/High 

8.4: Improve  
resource efficiency 
in consumption 
and production 
 

- Resource depletion & 
waste  

- Material footprint 
- Energy & resource effi-

ciency (of transported 
goods)  

Medium/High 

8.8: Protect  
labor rights and 
promote safe 
working  
environments 
 

- Frequency of occupa-
tional injuries  

- Compliance of labor 
rights  
 

Low/Low i 

SDG 9:  
Industry,  
Innovation and  
Infrastructure 

9.4: Upgrade all 
industries and in-
frastructures for 
sustainability  
 

- Available port  
infrastructure and 
efficiency  

- Safety, security and effi-
ciency of ports 

- CO2 emission per unit of 
added value  

Medium/High 

9.5: Enhance  
research and  
upgrade industrial 
technologies 

- New product  
development or estab-
lished technology and in-
frastructure  

- Amount spent on R&D 

Low/High 

SDG 12:  
Responsible 
Consumption 
and  
Production 
 

12.2: Sustainable 
management and 
use of natural  
resources 
 

- Energy efficiency (Cu-
mulative Energy De-
mand (CED)) 

- Resource depletion & 
waste 

- Material footprint 

Low/Low 

12.4: Responsible 
management of 
chemicals & waste 
 

- Amount of  
hazardous waste gener-
ated   
 

Low/Medium 

Social SDG 3:  
Good Health 

3.9: Reduce  
illnesses and death 
from hazardous 

- Safety & Health on-
board ii 

Medium/Medium 

                                         
i Clarifying note regarding the low priority. This is justified through being more relevant in the later stages (design/produc-

tion/utilization) where classification societies and legislations regarding labor rights & workplace safety are highly present.   
ii Note that safety at sea is the aspect of social sustainability that IMO undoubtedly pays the most attention to. However, 

this thesis regards safety aspects as part of the constrains regulated in the national and international laws and therefore 
does not consider it to a large extent.  
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and Well- 
Being  
 

chemicals and pol-
lution 

- Aerosol & particle For-
mation Potential (AFP) 

SDG 10:  
Reduced  
Inequalities 
 

10.3: Ensure equal 
opportunities and 
end discrimination 

- Accessibility for  
people with  
disabilities  

Medium/Medium 

SDG 11:  
Sustainable 
Cities and 
Communities 
 

11.2: Affordable 
and sustainable 
transport systems 
  

- Social value, e.g. com-
muting time improve-
ment or social return 
of investment (SROI) 

Medium/High 

11.6: Reduce the 
environmental  
impact of cities 
 

- Global Warming  
Potential (GWP) 

- AFP  

High/High 

Environmental SDG 13:  
Climate  
Action 

13.2: Integrate  
climate change 
measures into  
policies and  
planning 

- Global Warming  
Potential (GWP) 

- Cumulative Energy De-
mand (CED) 

- Resilience towards 
change in regulations  

High/High 

SDG 14:  
Life Below 
Water 
 

14.1: Reduce  
marine pollution  
 

- GWP 
- Eutrophication  

Potential (EP)  

High/High 

14.2: Protect and 
restore ecosystems 

- Ballast Water  
Treatment  

- Noise levels  

Medium/High 

14.3: Reduce 
ocean acidification 
 

- Acidification  
Potential (AP) 

High/High 

SDG 15:  
Life On Land  
 

15.5: Protect  
biodiversity and 
natural habitats 
 

- GWP, EP, AP High/High 

15.8: Prevent  
invasive alien  
species on land 
and in water  
ecosystems 
 

- Ballast Water  
Treatment  
 

Medium/Medium 

Overarching  
 

SDG 17: Part-
nerships for 
the Goals 

17.6: Knowledge 
sharing and  
cooperation for  
access to science, 
technology and  
innovation 

- Working  
interdisciplinary with 
wide partnerships to 
strive for change  

 

Medium/High  
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7.4 Select methods/tools & collect data 
The next step is to identify what data needs to be collected for the selected indicators, especially 
those that are identified as having a high impact and priority. In order to provide the right data, 
different methods/tools need to be evaluated and applied, as described in Chapter 1. However, 
two major things influence the choice; (1) The level of ambition the company/organization/client 
have in terms of sustainability and (2) the amount of resources allocated in the project and 
concept development.   

7.4.1 Level of Ambition  

Depending on the level of ambition a client has in terms of sustainability performance, there will 
be different needs for data in the concept development. In economics, sustainability has been 
defined as an assurance to recognizing the welfare of future generations where one may have a 
weak or strong sustainability approach (National Reserach Council, 2014), similar to the view-
point suggested by Polatidis et al. (2006). In these theories, weak sustainability approach has 
goals focusing on maintaining a non-declining or given standard of living over time, whereas a 
strong motivation is distinguished by a goal of preserving the stock of critical natural assets. 
Influenced by this, Table 4 shows features of weak/strong sustainability profiles in the maritime 
sector.  
 
Table 4 Characteristics of strong and weak sustainability ambitions 

Strong Ambition  Weak Ambition   
Recognizes sustainability as a key factor to 
be relevant in the future. Sets high goals & 
targets and put resources in gathering the 
data needed to track those goals.  

 Maintaining a non-declining record of sus-
tainability performance (e.g. emissions).  

Considers local, regional and global effects of 
the sustainability performances.  

 Only consider company/product direct effect 
on sustainability issues.  

Embrace new innovations and ideas and has 
a higher willingness to take risks.  

 Wants to use established technology.  
Allows full compensability between the dif-
ferent criteria. 

Applies ecological thresholds in the analysis 
that cannot be exceeded and uses relevant 
methods/tools to analyze the performance.  

 No extensive analysis or data collection con-
sidered.  

Want to be best-in-class and significantly im-
prove their sustainability profile. 

 Neither want to improve nor impair their 
performance.    

 

7.4.2 Amount of Resources  

The amount of resources (time and/or money) needed for a specific tool to be used for data 
collection is dependent on the user as well as the complexity of the tool, hence a standardized 
judgement regarding this is not possible. Nevertheless, based on the literature study, interviews, 
dialogues with SSPA and interpretation of the author an assessment regarding the amount of 
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needed resources for a specific tool to be used has been performed following a small-medium-large 
scale. A ranging rank has been given (such as Medium à Large) when it is argued that the tool 
can be adjusted, but smaller resources will naturally result in a lower level of detail. 
 

7.4.3 Breakdown of data collection & suggestion of tools 

Now that the relevant SDG targets have been mapped, indicators suggested, priorities/potential 
assessed and different circumstances affecting the data collection highlighted, the indicators can 
be broken down into needed data. Based on the mapping of tools and methods for sustainability 
analysis in Chapter 4, tools are suggested for the data collection and assessed on an ambition 
level (weak à medium à strong) and available resources scale (small à medium à large). The 
result is displayed in Table 5.  
 
Table 5 Breakdown of the SDG targets with the highest priority and how they can be connected to data acquisition, 
tool, ambition level and amount of available resources.  

Target Indicator Data Tool Ambition 
level 

Available  
Resources 

8.1 Net value Total cost & revenue 
over lifetime 

LCC Weak à 
Strong 

Small 

12.2, 13.2 Energy  
Efficiency (CED) 

Watt hours from de-
pletion of natural re-
sources to end of life 

LCA Strong Large 

9.5 New product  
development or  
established  
technology &  
infrastructure 

Risks and  
opportunities with 
both alternatives 

Scenario 
Planning 
(SP) 

Strong Med. à Large 

3.9, 11.6, 
13.2, 14.1, 
14.3, 15.5 

GWP, AFP, EP & 
AP  

PM, GHG, SOx, 
NOx- emissions 
 

LCS or 
LCA, CSI 

Weak à 
Strong 

Med. à Large 

11.2 Social Value Time travel  
improvement,  
public reputation 

BCA Med. à 
Strong 

Medium 

13.2 Resilience  
towards drastic 
change in  
regulations 

Risk and  
opportunities due to 
uncertainties   

Scenario 
Planning 
(SP), SCC  

Strong 
 

 

Med. à Large 

9.4, 17.6 Available port in-
frastructure and 
efficiency & 
Knowledge  
sharing and  
cooperation for ac-
cess to science  
technology and in-
novation  

Study of what  
opportunities exists 
to cooperate with ac-
tors within the supply 
chain to  
allocate costs,  
increase efficiency 
and use new  
technology?  

No  
specific 
tool  
 
 

 

Strong Large 
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The suggested appropriateness of the use of tools for data collection depending on the circum-
stances of the specific concept study are synthesized and visualized in Figure 11. One can see 
that LCC and LCS are the easiest tools to use no matter amount of available resources and 
ambition level, whereas a Social Cost of Carbon model or a more detailed LCA requires more 
resources and corresponds to a higher level of ambition.  
 

 
Figure 11 Suggestion of tools in different projects based on amount of available resources and level of ambition. 

Multi Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) and Scenario Planning (SP) are spanning over all the 
tools which is due to being trade-off analysis methods that may and should be adjusted to the 
appropriate level and needs when applied.  
 
MCDM may require a large amount of resources but is not to be considered exclusively in high 
ambition projects, since a structured trade-off analysis with some estimation of sensitivity and/or 
risks through SP is important in order to take all the stakeholders and requirements into account 
in the Decision-Making process.  
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8 RESULTING SE4SS-FRAMEWORK 
Following the process described in Chapter 2, combining and tailoring the SE- and SDG-compass 
methodology together with analyzing ship concept development projects at SSPA, a new frame-
work has been developed named Systems Engineering for Sustainable Ship design (SE4SS).  
 
The chosen approach to combine these theoretical frameworks was strengthened and justified 
since clear connections and similarities between the methodology of the SDG-compass and the 
simplified SE-framework could be identified, displayed in Table 6.  
 
Table 6 Connections and similarities between the steps of the SDG Compass and the Simplified SE-
framework 
Simplified Systems Engineering Framework SDG Compass 
1. Identify needs  1. Understanding the SDGs 
2. Define Requirements 2. Defining priorities  
3. Specify Performances 3. Setting goals 
4. Analyze & Optimize  4. Integrating 5. Design, Solve & Improve 
6. Verify, Test & Report 5. Reporting and communicating  

 
For example, in the Step 1 of the Compass (Understanding the SDGs) activities such as strength-
ening stakeholder relations are involved, which can easily be translated to the identification of 
different stakeholder and their need in the SE-framework. This means that completing one step 
of either of the frameworks can certainly complement the other. Figure 12 furthermore illustrates 
a structural overview of how the SE and SDG frameworks have been scaled down and tailored 
to be integrated into the new framework. However, note that the steps of the final SE4SS-
framework are not in complete accordance with the steps of the simplified SE-framework nor the 
SDG-compass, but a mix of them.  
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Figure 12 Structural overview of the suggested SE4SS-framework and how it relates to the presented theoretical 
frameworks introduced in the previous chapters (Chapter 4, 5, 6 and 7). 
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The SE4SS includes a way of structuring the concept development in such a way that the deci-
sion-making at the end of the phase can be performed on solid grounds where aspects regarding 
sustainability are included. Furthermore, it suggests appropriate tools for the assessment of sus-
tainability, taking into consideration different levels of ambition and available resources accord-
ing to the objectives of this thesis.  
 
The SE4SS-framework is presented in Figure 13 and the following sections describe the content 
of each step.  

 
Step 1.    Start-up & Clarifications  

The first activities in the procedure focuses on clarification and reviewing the mission 
at hand; what decision will the study support, what is the context and how does the 
problem space look? Who is the client? Do the client want a final proposal or different 
alternatives to choose between? Who are the stakeholders? Who pays? Building an 
understanding of this is key in order to find the right level of ambition and in order 
to work towards a solution for the right issue.  

 
Similarly, the SDGs are clarified and investigated in order to operationalize sustaina-
bility aspects and assess what opportunities/responsibilities exists in the project at 
hand. Identifying the relevant goals and connect these to specific targets, which may 
be the SDG-targets set by the UN but also relevant sustainability targets the client 
has.  
 

These are then connected in a stakeholder analysis where the different concerns and 
needs are assessed. Important here is that future generations & ecosystems are consid-
ered as stakeholders.  

 
Step 2.    Requirements definition 

The solution space is characterized by evaluating the constraints and boundaries of 
the project, and together with the mapping and analysis of the impact over the ship’s 
lifecycle and with input of the result from Step 1 the first essential requirements can 
be formulated.  
 

Step 3.    Analysis of requirements  
Main analysis where performances are specified and prioritized based on the output 
from Step 2. In this evaluation it is important that high priority targets are identified 
and corresponding indicators selected, as well as areas with large potential, based on 
the impact mapping. Uncertainty, risk and sensitivity of different parameters are as-
sessed and feasibility (Technology Readiness Level) evaluated together with an esti-
mation of the cost and time plan. Prioritization of the different requirements is speci-
fied or different weighting options suggested. This may require uncomfortable discus-
sions since stakeholders are likely to have conflicting opinions regarding priorities.  
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Step 4.    Synthesizing the decision support   
Refinement and broadening of the studies performed in Step 3 where different alter-
natives are generated and structured trade-off studies performed in order to hand over 
the requested decision support to the client. This requires two important things, first 
a Decision-Making strategy and secondly data. The former facilitates in the design and 
evaluation of the trade-off studies, such as using specific MCDM-tools and having a 
planned strategy in how to continuously communicate with stakeholders. The latter 
requires the selection of tools and methods in order to collect the data that corresponds 
to the different indicators chosen. Methods and tools may be chosen based on the 
suggested model, see Figure 11, taking the level of ambition and available resources of 
the project into account.  
 
The decision support, which may include a concept selection proposal or different 
outlines of design solutions depending on decision statement, is presented to the client 
(and involved stakeholders) together with an evaluation of the identified requirements 
and concerns.   
 
Note that all involvement of tools has been delayed up until this step which may seem 
unusual. However, the purpose of this is to make it easier to set boundaries and limit 
the scope of the data collection when all important aspects of the project have been 
clearly understood.  

 
Step 5.    Communicating result   

Here the decision support (aligned with the decision statement and decision-making 
strategy) generated in Step 4 is communicated and decisions made regarding the con-
tinuation of the project.  
 
In order to fulfil the exit criteria of the concept stage, and move on to the design phase, 
important questions to answer include; are the suggested preliminary system require-
ments and initial design(s) aligned with stakeholder expectations? Is the risk accepta-
ble and concept feasible? Is the proposal affordable? This should be done at a review 
meeting together with the client, involved stakeholders and the key players executing 
the concept development (project manager, responsible naval architect, analysts etc.). 
Depending on project certain experts may be appropriate to include at the review 
meeting as well.  
 
It is important that the decision support and final decision is communicated together 
with extensive justifications. Competing requirements should be emphasized so that it 
is clear what was compromised in order to complete the concept development.  
 
The final report from the concept study should include a clear description of the pro-
cess and what decisions were made along the way that limited the scope of the concept 
development.  
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A feed-back loop runs along the workflow and is important to remember and consider. Each step 
will influence and interact with the other steps and hence SE4SS naturally describes an iterative 
process. In reality, many of the activities in the framework may be performed simultaneously 
and the relationship between them is significantly more integrated and iterative than described 
by the red arrows in the flowchart.  
 
Lastly, a small non-exhaustive output checklist is included. The list highlights some important 
outputs from the different steps and is intended to help in guiding the user through the framework. 
Note that it does not include all needed output from the concept development but merely a few 
distinguished key points. In the first round in the iterative development process they are intended 
as tollgates, meaning that one should not proceed to Step 2 without having done the points in 
the Step 1 box and so forth. Furthermore, the bullets in Step 5 can be used as exit criteria before 
proceeding into the design phase. 
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  Figure 13  The framework has been divided into five steps where it is intended to start from the top right and 
left corner (highlighted in bold). The color-coded boxes signify activities associated with the different frameworks 
described in this thesis; Blue: Decision-Management process activities, Purple: Concept Stage activities, Orange: 
SDG-compass activities. The workflow illustrated by the Gray boxes has been inspired by the simplified SE-
framework presented by Fet (see Section 0). 
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9 VALIDATION & USABILITY ASSESSMENT 
The validity, actual usability and generalizability of the SE4SS-framework has been challenging 
to assess. As described in Chapter 2, three ship design concept development projects have been 
analyzed to do this and are presented in the following sections after a short description of the 
validation method.  

9.1 Validation method   
For assessing the validity of the thesis, meaning how well the study has fulfilled its stated 
objectives and estimations of the accuracy of the result (Creswell, 2014), a qualitative approach 
was used, testing the model for chosen cases. Case 1 and 2 (IB2020 and Sundsvall Ferry) were 
once again studied, but to avoid bias and validate the resulting framework for a broader context 
(since Case 1 & 2 had been present in the development of the SE4SS-framework) a third case 
was analyzed as well. Evaluated areas included interpretations regarding applicability of the 
framework (easy-to-use), how the use of it could have enhanced the concept development, espe-
cially considering sustainability aspects, general pros and cons with the SE4SS-framework and 
fulfillment of the established requirements (see Chapter 2). 
 
A common problem in case studies according to Baxter & Jack (2008) is trying to answer a 
question too broad, and therefore they highlight the importance of limiting the scope of the study 
and putting boundaries on a case. In this thesis, the case studies were limited to investigating 
the activities and outcomes of the concept stage following the application of a boundary in terms 
of time and activity as presented by Stake (1995). But as mentioned in Chapter 1, the concept 
stage is where the most important decisions regarding sustainability are taken, making this not 
only a restraint but also a necessity considering the objectives of the present thesis.   
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9.2 Case study 1: IB2020 
Level of ambition: Strong 
Amount of resources: Large  
 
In Case Study 1 the main data was collected from the final report of the pre-study, see 
(Sjöfartsverket, 2017), as well as an interview with the Project Leader from the Swedish Maritime 
Administration, Dan Broström (Broström, 2019). 

9.2.1 Background  
The Swedish Maritime Administration (Sjöfartsverket, SjöV.) was about to procure new ice-
breakers, since the present fleet (Atle-class) is assumed to be taken out of service around 2030. 
The project is called IB2020. SSPA have performed several investigations on behalf of SjöV. to 
answer questions regarding the development of IB2020, assuring that the basis for the final pro-
curement will contain relevant specifications of high quality (SSPA, 2016). The mission of SSPA 
was not to deliver a complete ship-concept but to investigate different technical alternatives in 
terms for example of propulsion, fuels and ice-breaking systems.  
 
The function specification from Sjöv. involved, apart from ice-breaking performance criteria some 
environmental considerations such as:  

- Strive towards a 70% reduction in GHG-emissions compared to the Atle-class ships  
- Develop towards using non-fossil and renewable fuels  
- Enable the implementation of new technology to reduce the energy consumption  

Furthermore, it was stated that optimization shall be performed towards lowest LCC against 
maximum function fulfillment and that established technology should be used due to having low 
technical risk.  
 
An investigation regarding 12 fuel alternatives were performed (Forsman, 2017). They were 
graded on an ordinal scale +/0/- and evaluated on; Engine availability, Fuel availability, Costs 
and Environment. The scores for the different criteria in trade-off was summarized to give an 
overview of how the different solutions act. However, the final recommendation did not echo the 
best score in the trade-off but was motivated through a discussion on current and future circum-
stances concerning availability of fuel & technology and market demand.  
 
In the result from SSPA, three concepts were suggested and weighted against each other in a 
final trade-off analysis with respect to the fulfillment of requirements in the function specification. 
Simplified LCC-estimations were done for the different concepts and different fuels. No other 
sustainability assessment tools or justified trade-off analysis methods were used.  
 
Figure 14 shows an assessment of the actions performed in the IB2020 case compared to the 
actions proposed by the SE4SS-framework. Green boxes signify performed activities, yellow par-
tially performed and red not performed. However, the order in which the actions were performed 
has not been studied. The grey box could not be assessed in this particular case.  
g 
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Figure 14 Assessment of the concept development in the IB2020 case compared to the actions proposed by the SE4SS-
framework. Green boxes signify performed activities, yellow partially performed and red not performed. The grey box 
could not be assessed in this case.  
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9.2.2 Results 

It was observed that the IB2020 project could relatively easily be mapped to the SE4SS-frame-
work and that many of the suggested activities was already performed in the study, as seen in 
Figure 14. However, the stakeholder identification was not well structured and did not include 
future generations and ecosystems. Furthermore, a big flaw was that no prioritization order was 
given. Instead, it was stated that optimization should be performed against lowest LCC versus 
maximum function fulfilment, but that statutory environmental regulations as well as most rec-
ommendations (such as a 70% reduction in GHG-emissions compared to the previous ships) 
should be achieved and established technology with low technical risk used. But nothing was 
mentioned about the prioritization order of these highly conflicting parameters. Making the input 
to the concept analysis following a “we want it cheap, with maximum performance and low 
environmental impact using established technology” ideal.  
 
Even though it is difficult to prioritize due to different stakeholder opinions, the final weighting 
that Sjöv. intend to take in their decision-making should be included in the concept development 
in order to make more transparent and relevant trade-offs. Neglecting the contradictions of the 
stated goals of the project (70% GHG-reduction) and the requirements (established technology 
with low technical risk) raises the flag of real intentions and puts pressure on SSPA to enlighten 
Sjöv. that the requirements need to be altered to strive towards the project goals, but the changes 
will depend on the prioritization. Given that preliminary system requirements are an output in 
the SE4SS-framework, this kind of discussion with the client is encouraged since the system 
requirements are by no means set from the start but subject to change. 
 
Sustainability aspects are covered to some extent in the IB2020 project, for example in the fuel 
alternatives trade-off, but disconnected from the main analysis since no prioritization or data 
collection method is used. It is therefore argued that the SE4SS-framework could have made the 
sustainability part of the study more accessible and highlighted the social, economic and envi-
ronmental importance as well as opportunities. For example, by using the framework the im-
portance and opportunity of icebreakers in order to shift transport from trucks to ships in the 
future to contribute to SDG 8.4, 11.6, 15.5 could have been highlighted. This could have strength-
ened the weight of the sustainability requirements in the trade-off analysis and put more pressure 
on decision-makers at Sjöv. as well as political allocation of money for investment in the new 
ships. However, this kind of reasoning can be argued to belong at another higher strategic level 
set by politicians, but does that make it okay to neglect or is it just a way to reject responsibility? 
 
One reason for the difficulty in prioritization according to Dan Broström is the discrepancy 
between the concerns of the ones paying for Sjöv’s expenditures and the political guidelines 
provided to Sjöv. This makes the agency’s decisions difficult to balance since, as an authority, 
they should prioritize political decisions, such as Agenda 2030, but they must also consider the 
effects their actions have on the industry which pays for their expenses (Broström, 2019). This 
example illustrates how big the gap may be between objectives and goals on a national level and 
means to achieve them, even raising a Greenwashing warning sign. Because what does the na-
tional objectives mean if not even authorities, answering directly under the government can 
prioritize them? It makes it difficult not to question the fact that having open seaways during 
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winter is not funded by the state whereas having snow and ice-free roads are. The SE4SS-frame-
work in the concept development could have been a powerful tool in order to connect the im-
portance of ice-breakers to the national and global goals and put pressure on the decision-makers 
at higher levels to have a more holistic system perspective in the procurement.  
 
Sjöv. latest sustainability report from 2017 involves relating to Agenda 2030 and the SDGs that 
IMO have deemed the most relevant for their partners, and especially reporting on the goals 13 
and 7 as well as some of the National Objectives (Sjöfartsverket, 2018). This suggests that the 
SE4SS-framework could be adopted successfully into their work procedures since they are already 
familiar with the concepts.  
 
Consequently, it is argued that the SE4SS-framework would have been highly applicable in the 
IB2020 concept study, it would have especially increased the quality in the following aspects:  

1. More broad analysis of the stakeholder concerns and needs, together with a justification 
for the different weight of these would have resulted in a more transparent trade-off where 
prioritization order is clearly stated.   

2. Mapping of at least a couple SDGs would have highlighted the importance of ice-breakers 
and the opportunities they constitute in a broader sense raising the awareness of the 
decision-makers at all levels.  

3. Providing suggestions of what tools and trade-off analysis methods could have been ap-
plied, resulting in for example a low-level scenario analysis in the LCC involving a GHG-
tax to assess uncertainty, risks, sensitivity and opportunities of the different propulsion 
systems.  

Another observation worth noting is that even though the environmental goals of the project 
corresponds to a very high ambition, the tools used in the assessment only involve the simplest 
one (LCC). This raises questions regarding real efforts to strive towards the goals and awareness 
within the organization of the work necessary to get there.  
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9.3 Case study 2: Ferry in Sundsvall 
Level of ambition: Medium 
Amount of resources: Medium 
 
A similar approach as in Case Study 1 was taken in Case Study 2, were the responsible consultant 
Martin Borgh from SSPA was interviewed (Borgh, 2019), and the final report studied (Hübsch, 
Forslund, Granström, & Borgh, 2019).  

9.3.1 Background  
As a part of their climate goals, the Municipality of Sundsvall investigated the possibility of 
establishing a commuting ferry between the island Alnö and Sundsvall city to reduce the road 
traffic. The possible solutions in terms of travel routes, timetable, costs, difference in CO2 emis-
sions and estimation of the resulting benefits was analyzed. Thereafter a study of different ship-
types and fuels, where three alternatives were generated:  
 

1. Slow ship with icebreaking capacity  
2. Slow ship (8-10 knots) with a lightweight hull 
3. Fast ship (at least 22 knots) with a lightweight hull 

Mapping of existing ships in either of these cases was performed and the total efficiency for 
different fuels and motor types were summarized. Looking from an energy perspective, electrical 
propulsion with batteries showed to be superior to other concepts. The two areas of focus for 
considering the environmental profile of the ship in the study were energy efficiency and CO2e-
emissions.  
 
New acquisition of ships means big complexity and large initial investment costs. In this case the 
infrastructure on land also had to be considered, where the costs differed with the different 
alternatives (e.g. charging stations for battery charged ferries). The final report of the project 
concluded that none of the different alternatives would be self-funded, due to the high investment 
costs and large operations costs. One alternative is estimated to be up to 16% self-funded and 
the other two less than 8%.  
 
The final recommendation was to perform a test round with leased ships in order to reduce the 
uncertainty when estimating the societal benefit of introducing a ferry between Alnö and Sunds-
vall. 
 
As in Case Study 1, Figure 1 shows an assessment of the actions performed in the Sundsvall case 
compared to the actions proposed by the SE4SS-framework. Green boxes signify performed ac-
tivities, yellow partially performed and red not performed. However, the order in which the 
actions were performed has not been studied. The grey boxes could not be assessed in this par-
ticular case.  
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Figure 15 Assessment of the concept development in the Sundsvall Ferry case compared to the actions proposed by 
the SE4SS-framework. Green boxes signify performed activities, yellow partially performed and red not performed. 
The grey boxes could not be assessed in this particular case.  
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9.3.2 Results 
When studying the Sundsvall project through the SE4SS-framework lens it becomes evident that 
a careful mapping of the concerns, needs and expectations was performed (green box in Figure 
15). However, the framework could have assisted here in structuring and communicating the 
process to the client, rather than pointing out what should be part of the analysis. When inter-
viewing the responsible consultant from SSPA this is highlighted as one of the main challenges 
of the Sundsvall Ferry concept study; making the client understand what their request actually 
means and what kind of investigation is needed in order to provide the right information to 
satisfy their request (Borgh, 2019). It is argued that presenting the SE4SS-framework in the 
beginning of the process would have been valuable since structuring the input, output and what 
is expected to be considered would have saved time and energy.  
 
Operationalizing sustainability through the SE4SS-framework would furthermore have helped in 
order to identify the relevant sustainability aspects of the suggested ferry and could have created 
a structured discussion with a holistic approach among stakeholders regarding prioritization and 
opportunities. Connecting to the SDGs could also have the benefit in communicating the result 
to the public, industry and decision-makers since they are generally well known and easy to 
understand.  
 
The Sundsvall Ferry concept study state that to successfully continue the investigation a direc-
tional political decision regarding prioritization is needed, posing a similar problem observed in 
IB2020 case. Is the priority to enable sea traffic all year round, to attract as many passengers as 
possible, have the most environmentally friendly and energy efficient ship or to contribute in 
making the whole transport system sustainable? 
  
Lastly it was noted that no established tools/methods were used in the project, however life cycle 
costs and environmental impact calculations were separately estimated.   
 
Therefore, it is argued that the SE4SS-framework would have been somewhat applicable in the 
Sundsvall concept study, especially considering the following aspects:  
 

1. Structuring the work procedure to enable easier communication with client and 
between stakeholders to set common expectations and requirements. For example, 
answering what decision situation the concept study will be used for early on.  

2. Helping to identify relevant sustainability aspects over all three dimensions and 
create a holistic dialogue regarding prioritization of features and opportunities.  

3. Encouraging the use of LCC and LCS instead of separate calculations and esti-
mations, or at least connected the calculations to well established methods. 
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9.4 Case study 3: IWTS  
Level of ambition: Strong (a research project)  
Amount of resources: Long  
 
In the IWTS (Inland Water Transport Solutions) project, the ship design concept development 
had just started, compared to Case 1 & 2, therefore input was gathered through a workshop on 
May 10th, 2019. Eight SSPA employees participated; four project managers from SSPA Research 
where two are responsible for the IWTS-project, two naval architects from the Ship Design 
Stockholm office and two Project Managers from the Maritime Consulting division (Santén, et 
al., 2019). The purpose of the workshop was to present the SE4SS-framework and evaluate the 
applicability of the framework in the IWTS ship design process but also to assess the generaliza-
bility by discussing strengths and weaknesses of the framework more generally.  
 
The workshop included a short background to the problem definition, the SE-methodology and 
the SDGs, followed by two exercises regarding the SDGs. The group was divided into two in 
order to discuss and select the relevant SDGs for the IWTS-project, afterwards placing the goals 
over the life cycle where the impact was the greatest (either on the increasing positive impact 
side or minimizing negative impact side), following the activities presented in Section 7.1 and 7.2 
but focused on the IWTS-project. 
 
After that, the SE4SS-framework was presented step by step followed by discussions regarding 
the framework; what were the immediate thoughts? Is the framework understandable? What do 
the different steps really mean and include? Are sustainability aspects integrated in an intuitive, 
accessible way? How has things been performed in the IWTS-project so far and would the frame-
work fit into in that process? What would be beneficial with applying the SE4SS? What are the 
weaknesses? How would it be useful in other projects and in the general work procedures at 
SSPA? For documenting purposes, the discussions were recorded.  

9.4.1 Background  
The IWTS project is funded by the North Sea Region, European Regional Development Fund, 
Västra Götalandsregionen (VGR) and VINNOVA started in the end of 2017 and spanning to the 
end of 2020 (SSPA, 2018). The project seeks to address the opportunities that inland water 
transport systems offer since transporting goods in the hinterland beats both road and rail 
transport in terms of energy input per t/km and many waterways, not least in Sweden remain 
un-/underused (Interreg North Sea Region, 2017).  
 
The project includes the development of barge (ship) design concepts and a large amount of 
input from different stakeholders has been collected together with a mapping of different oppor-
tunities and challenges imposed by using the inland waterways, however the concept development 
has not been finished yet.  
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9.4.2 Results  
The main result from the workshop in terms of validating the usability of the SE4SS-framework 
is positive. Even though the participants had limited experience with both the SDGs and the 
SE-methodology the SE4SS-framework was understandable and the use of the SDGs to opera-
tionalize sustainability in the ship design concept development appreciated. The relevancy of the 
SDGs was highly acceptable and the exercise of mapping important goals and their impact over 
the life cycle well received and created good discussions regarding the context of the ships and 
its impact. The result from the mapping exercise of the two groups are illustrated in Figure 16 
and Figure 17.  
 

 
Figure 16 Result of workshop mapping of SDGs exercise, Group 1 

 

Figure 17 Result of workshop mapping of SDGs exercise, Group 2 

The only SDGs not chosen by the groups that were included in the mapping presented in section 
7.1 were SDG 10 (Reduced Inequalities) and 17 (Partnerships for the Goals). Furthermore, SDG 
6 (Clean Water and Sanitation) was chosen by one group and 7 (Affordable and Clean Energy) 
were chosen by both groups as relevant for the IWTS-project. Furthermore, the group highlighted 
that even though many impacts are mostly present in the utilization phase decisions influencing 
these impacts are taken in the concept stage, making them very important to consider early on. 
This aligns with the standpoint taken in this thesis and is partly reflected in Figure 16 & 17. For 
example, one participant said:  
 

Take for example SDG 11: Sustainable Cities, I can see two parts of it. First, during the 
utilization it will be positive since using the inland waters for transportation help towards 
the transition into more sustainable cities. But the development can also take a starting 
point in that goal. For instance, there are cities in Belgium where they have set regulations 
preventing trucks to go into the city center and that really drives the urban water way 
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usage. From this viewpoint, the goal is highly present in the beginning and may be a 
driver to change.  

The framework was viewed as understandable and the integration of the sustainability aspects 
into the systems engineering methodology as intuitive and well placed. As expressed by one 
participant:  

 
With this [the SE4SS-framework, authors note] you get a sustainability framework into 
the early concept phase and when you later continue into the design phase ideally you 
don’t really need the sustainability aspects anymore because you have already integrated 
them into the ship design concept.  

Structuring the development process was emphasized as another strength with the SE4SS-frame-
work, as well as facilitating in the communication with different stakeholders and clients. For 
example:   

I think the framework is really good. It has a logic structure, and there is a strength in 
having the opportunity to show this stepwise-iterative process to the customer because it 
clarifies what we are doing. (…) I think we could do that in the IWTS project. We already 
have a lot of data to feed into these processes, but when we report we could actually 
follow these steps making the communication more structured. 

One participant also commented on the intuitiveness of the framework saying that it comes as 
no surprise that many of the activities are already performed in projects today. This since one of 
the benefits with SE in general, and SE4SS in particular, is that it helps structuring processes in 
an intuitive way.  

Considering the generalizability of the framework, other cases where the SE4SS would be inter-
esting to use were discussed. For example, SSPA are involved in looking at opportunities and 
strategies for electrification of the commuting ferries in Gothenburg (Västtrafik is the client) 
where one participant said:   

In the project with Västtrafik, it would be interesting to use this as a tool going through 
what they are looking for, what they think they need and what they actually need. This 
would help in taking a more holistic sustainability perspective on their attempt to come 
up with more climate neutral and emission free ways of providing transport services 
around the Gothenburg area. This framework would be useful as a way of communicating 
with them (Västtrafik).  

9.4.2.1 Difficulties and suggestions for improvement  
In terms of difficulties of the implementation of SE4SS into their general work processes several 
aspects emerged. First the definition of a concept in the framework needs to be aligned with the 
way naval architects use the word ship design concept since they are not necessarily the same. 
Regarding this it is important to emphasize that the output of the concept development according 
to the SE4SS is preliminary concept requirements (initial design), which may involve prototypes 
or models of the selected concept. Nevertheless, it is in the design phase you come up with design 
solutions to solve the preliminary requirements, including general arrangement etc. which is not 
included in the concept stage.   
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Another aspect was the question of how much effort should be invested in the concept stage 
compared to the design/production phase. This is difficult to answer, but it is important to stress 
that the framework is quite front-heavy and remember that the cost to extract defects and make 
changes increases significantly after the concept stage making the effort in the beginning of a 
project usually pay off.  

The group agreed on the importance of assessing future generations and found it valuable that 
this was stressed in the output checklist. On the other hand, the question of how to do this 
quickly rose. Should it be in terms of environmental aspects or consider the future generations 
as users of the products? And how is this done? Approaches, methods and tools for this is not 
suggested by the framework but starting with considering future generations when identifying 
stakeholders is viewed as a key feature, creating important discussions regarding relevancy and 
methods for evaluation.  

Another question that was highlighted concerned how to perform the prioritization. In the IWTS 
project the needs and concerns of stakeholders have been carefully mapped in a Multi Actor 
Multi Criteria Analysis (MAMCA) tool, but (naturally) the needs are conflicting. Prioritizing 
may be easier when you have a client that decides, but in a research project such as IWTS, this 
is more difficult. On the other hand, you may have a client where goals and prioritizations are 
not aligned, as highlighted in this discussion: 

Participant 1: I think the prioritization is difficult. The most important aspect has to be 
decided by somebody, in some cases that is the client.  

Participant 2: Yes, for example when Trafikverket says that they need to focus on emis-
sion reduction to reach the 2045 target. 

Participant 3: But then they say, not at any cost!  

That conflicting messages and interests exists in the trade-off and prioritization process in many 
ship design projects becomes highly evident. The SE4SS-framework does not propose any solution 
to this problem. However, in structuring the trade-off, prioritization and reporting at least the 
compromised parameters needs to be stated. As suggested by one participant in the workshop, 
the framework may help in direct sharper questions to the different stakeholders in order to select 
prioritizations, enabling a more transparent tradeoff.  

A description of who will be involved in what activities was suggested as a potential improvement 
to the framework. However, this would make the framework more complex. But deciding together 
with the client and stakeholders who will be involved when can easily be included in the project 
planning, which also enables a tailored approach that suites the individual client.  

Another interesting discussion concerned the use of tools. It was emphasized that just completing 
Step 1 could potentially involve a full LCA and that many of the tools (such as the MAMCA-
tool) involve doing Step 1-3, and that this would make the use of the framework more difficult 
and time consuming. However, the following was also stated: 

Or you can view it like this: If you make all these steps first (1-3) it will be easier to 
perform the other types of analysis later because you have the basis and input. Then you 
can quickly set up the scope for the LCA or MCDM. And even the LCC, because you 
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have the same boundaries. This would mean deciding what studies we should perform, in 
order to calculate the impact and get the needed data, later in the process.  

The group agreed upon this viewpoint, validating that the suggested workflow of the SE4SS-
framework had been understood and seen as valuable.  

9.4.2.2 Report or set requirement against  
One discussion assessed the value of having a more limited approach to the framework where 
sustainability aspects and relevant SDGs are only identified and reported against, not integrated 
into the requirements. For example, this could mean stating “this project influence these 
goals/targets and we have a possibility of minimizing our impact with respect to this, but we 
cannot due to X & Y (if there is a clear reason)”. One participant stated that it would be of 
great value at a really high level (IMO and Governments), showing the legislators what the 
companies need to do more. However, she was not sure if it would have the same value on a 
company level. Another participant stated that it could still be useful at a lower level in raising 
the awareness, highlighting the potential in increasing the engagement of employees, improving 
selling points and perhaps contribute in slowly changing the company and its surroundings into 
a more sustainable direction.  

9.4.2.3 Ending remarks  
A stronger validation was requested by the participants where the SE4SS is applied in a real 
time project and followed from start to end to highlight more faults and enable final adjustments.  

Lastly, the value of the SE4SS-framework was pointed out by two participants, first:  

The value of the framework, from my point of view, is that it always includes the sustain-
ability aspects, regardless of if requested or not. This makes our work procedures rigid 
since we can say that sustainability aspects are always taken into account but depending 
on client & project the degree will differ. I see the value in that if we want to make an 
impact with the work we are doing, and apply more long-term thinking, this is the way 
to go. Since if we do not include the SDGs they are not likely to be included, if not 
required specifically from the stakeholders. But if we always include them, they are more 
likely to be of importance in the end. 

And secondly:  

My gut feeling is that this can be quite useful to several of our projects. And then of 
course if that is so we should continue to develop it where applicable. From our point of 
view, we should at least be prepared that this is something we could continue to use and 
make sure to have some dedication to it as well.  

In short, the main conclusions from the IWTS-case study are: 

1. The SE4SS-framework was viewed as intuitive and relatively easy to understand  
2. The inclusion of the SDGs in the framework for operationalizing sustainability aspects in 

ship design was valued and created constructive holistic discussions  
3. Forcing sustainability aspects into the early stages of the process was viewed as important 

and valuable  
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4. The SE4SS provides a good structure that may help in organizing the development pro-
cess and in communicating with clients and stakeholders, not least in the IWTS-project.  

5. The SE4SS-framework is considered applicable in several existing projects, beyond the 
IWTS, as well as future projects  

6. There are suggestions that different levels of the SE4SS may apply to different projects, 
where some might only report against the SDGs instead of implementing them into the 
requirements 
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10   DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS 
The objective of this thesis was to investigate how sustainability can be integrated into ship 
design concept development and decision-making. This has been fulfilled by combining and syn-
thesizing parts of established frameworks, the SE-methodology and the SDG-compass, into the 
SE4SS-framework. This chapter discusses the resulting SE4SS-framework, how well it fulfills the 
requirements and what impact it may have, together with theoretical and practical implications 
and drawn conclusions.   

10.1 Fulfillment of Requirements 
The proposed SE4SS-framework has, to some extent, been proven to be useful in the ship design 
concept development procedures at SSPA. Going back to the first stated concerns of SSPA and 
the formulated requirements of the framework set in Chapter 2, one can based on the case studies, 
estimate how well the SE4SS-framework fulfill the requirements.   

I. It shall enable considerations of trade-offs between the 
three dimensions of sustainability (environmental, social, 
economic) and make different aspects within each dimen-
sion more accessible 

d 
Partially 

II. It shall suggest appropriate tools for the assessment of  
sustainability 

d 
Yes 

III. It shall be possible to apply in projects with different levels 
of ambition regarding sustainability  

d 
Yes 

IV. It shall structure the concept development process in such 
a way that important aspects are highlighted from the 
start 

d 
Yes 

 
Concerning requirement 1, it can be argued to be partially fulfilled. The validation has demon-
strated that the SE4SS highlights the sustainability aspects and make sure that these are included 
in the requirement setting process and trade-off analysis. The accessibility is more difficult to 
assess, but from the case studies it can be argued that sustainability aspects in ship design indeed 
are more accessible and understandable with the SE4SS due to using the SDGs. The SDGs are 
well established on the highest level of society and are easy to understand, even with limited 
experience as the IWTS-workshop showed. This thesis has furthermore showed that they are 
very much relevant in ship design and especially important to consider during the concept de-
velopment to have crucial information in time for the design decisions. However, the SE4SS does 
not give any suggestions on how to communicate the trade-offs between the sustainability di-
mensions and function fulfillment (e.g. graphical tools and presentation models) which would 
have contributed to a higher degree of fulfillment for requirement 1.  
 
Requirement 2 and 3 are deemed fulfilled, this since the SE4SS indeed propose tools and methods 
for sustainability assessment and takes different ambitions and resources into account, see Section 
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7.4. However, the author does not claim that the framework is by any means perfect in this 
matter, since a limited amount of tools/methods were investigated and the estimations regarding 
ambition level and amount of resources not validated through any extensive testing. But within 
the scope of the initial problem background and for the use of SSPA, requirement 2 and 3 are 
argued to be fulfilled.  
 
Requirement 4 is considered fulfilled as well. This because a strong output from the validation 
was the strength of SE4SS in structuring the development process in an efficient way. Not only 
does it ensure that important sustainability aspects are considered from the start, but it has also 
been proven that the framework improves structuring the communication regarding expectations 
and requirements between the project manager/naval architect, client and different stakeholders.  
 
However, a broader validation process with a larger group, more projects and complete test of 
the framework in a real case would have been necessary to give all requirements a stronger “yes” 
but for the objectives of this thesis they can be argued to be fulfilled. More regarding self-criticism 
and other insufficiencies in Section 10.4.  

10.2 Impact of using the SE4SS 
The result from the case studies suggests that there are different levels of impact regarding 
sustainability integration the SE4SS-framework may have depending on client, project and how 
it is applied. The identified levels are:  

1. Raising awareness  
- This would correspond to the lowest level of impact, where the SE4SS would 

contribute in raising the awareness of the impact of the project with respect to 
sustainability. Furthermore, possibilities would be discovered but no actions taken 
in trying to exploit those possibilities.  

2. Reporting against the SDGs without including in the requirements 
- For example, in companies/organizations that want to improve their performance 

but does not judge it possible to take the leap just yet. Reporting against the 
SDGs contribute to a transparent decision-making process and could in the longer 
run prove to be valuable since it increases the sustainability competence within 
the company/organization in terms of what opportunities and responsibilities ex-
ists. Moreover, reporting might influence decision-makers at a higher level to un-
derstand the barriers present in the industry/agencies for contributing more to 
the SGDs or national goals.  

3. Setting requirements with respect to the SDGs  
- The highest degree of impact the implementation of SE4SS could have is if the 

SDGs and relevant targets with decided thresholds are included in the require-
ments and performances definitions.  

Still, there is a question regarding prioritization where of course the maximum impact the SE4SS 
could have is if it influences the requirements where sustainability is prioritized beyond the key 
stakeholder’s/customer’s expectations. However, this is subject to multi-objective decision mak-
ing and constitutes unique problems for the specific project.  
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10.3 Reflections regarding implementing the SE4SS-framework 
In the case studies several interesting factors and problems have been identified and are discussed 
in the following sections. 

10.3.1 Internal sustainability work  
It is argued that the ongoing sustainability work within companies/organizations will influence 
the how easily the SE4SS may be implemented and used. If the company/organization is already 
working with the SDGs to some degree, there is a possibility of plugging the SE4SS-framework 
into the internal processes more naturally. On the other hand, if the SDGs are unknown territory, 
there is a risk of getting stuck in the process of understanding what they mean without taking 
the leap to breakdown the goals into targets and relevant indicators that should be assessed in 
the specific project.  
 
However, if the client has no prior knowledge or work procedures associated with SDGs, a pro-
found understanding and mapping process could well prove to enhance the performance of the 
client in many levels and might be worth doing even though this would mean stepping out of the 
context of the particular project.  
 
The same can essentially be said regarding prior SE-experience and knowledge. Although some-
what obvious it is important to mention that previous experiences and knowledge about the 
SDGs as well as the SE-methodology is beneficial for a successful implementation of SE4SS.  

10.3.2 Prioritization - how much can sustainability cost? 
The case studies have shown that the need for prioritization is of utmost importance in order to 
understand the stakeholders and provide a high-quality decision support. This is something that 
has been partially lacking in the case studies observed. This is to some extent explained by the 
discomfort of having to state the prioritization order on paper, where perhaps cost comes first, 
but also due to the difficulties in prioritizing since many objectives are involved. But prioritizing 
is key in order to have a transparent trade-off analysis that fulfil the expectations of the stake-
holders. Actors within the maritime sector simply must accept that one cannot have it all and 
stop hiding behind a “we tried” façade where in-fact, the prioritization order was set from the 
start but not open to the public.  
 
Another conclusion that can be drawn from the case studies is that no matter framework to 
optimize sustainable decision-making within the maritime industry, the gap between ambitions 
and actions will remain until economic incentives are aligned with sustainability goals. For pri-
vate businesses this is expected due to profit-driven nature, but since both Case 1 & 2 were 
public projects the thesis has shown that this gap is highly present in this sector as well. Con-
sidering the ambitious national sustainability goals and proposed activities in the Action Plan 
for Agenda 2030 (see Section 3.2.3) this is somewhat alarming.  For a private actor, profit in 
terms of revenue will always be driving, but for a public agency profit in terms of decreased 
climate impact might have, or should have, an equal importance. Nevertheless, this has not been 
observed.   
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By applying the SE4SS, the gap is illuminated and the final decisions harder to greenwash since 
the framework impose transparency in terms of prioritizations and on what ground the decision 
is taken. This extends the question stated in the beginning of this thesis, namely how will the 
Swedish Government and Government Offices act towards the National Objectives and Agenda 
2030, firstly without considering international shipping and secondly without seriously consider-
ing what responsibilities and opportunities their own public agencies (such as Sjöv.) have? What 
strategy exists to realize the transition into a sustainable future? How should money be allocated 
and how should risks be distributed? Do politicians have a clear priority list of what and which 
sector to prioritize first regarding sustainability? Where on that list is the maritime industry? 
Or is it all about fancy goals and actions plans that no one is responsible for? And what means 
are given to be able to prioritize these goals? Because when analyzing the impact and potential 
of shipping, it is argued that this should be an area of big interest where actions can have large 
positive consequences.  
 
This raises difficult questions about rationality in decision-making at the highest level. All deci-
sions are essentially trade-offs and depending on weighting of parameters the decision support 
may point in any direction. How much environmental impact are one willing to sacrifice in order 
to achieve a high service degree or low cost? There is not a correct answer to these questions, 
and the decision will depend on individual views and values. Thus, this puts immense pressure 
on a justified, transparent methodology and decision strategy in large projects (especially in the 
public sector) to have an understandable decision-making of high quality.  
 
Interestingly, the Swedish Climate Policy Council recently revealed that they recommend a new 
law that stops businesses that counteract the environmental goals (Swedish Climate Policy 
Council, 2019). Will they stop activities and decisions from public agencies that counteract the 
goals as well? The Climate Policy Council furthermore recommend that impacts on the environ-
mental goals should be included in all consequence analysis in public procurement, something 
that was already stated by the Government Offices in the Action Plan towards Agenda 2030 (see 
Section 3.2.3). The SE4SS should therefore be increasingly valuable for SSPA when helping cli-
ents with procurement, as in the IB2020 case or in another ongoing project concerning the Got-
land Ferries handled by Trafikverket. This presumes that the authorities are aware of their 
responsibilities in these matters and acknowledge that this needs extra resources to consider, 
something that has not been confirmed.  
 

10.3.3 Dealing with uncertainties and risks  
As introduced in Chapter 3, uncertainties and risks are challenging to deal with but equally 
important to consider when integrating sustainability aspects into the decision-making process. 
Case Study 1 showed that one big reason for not prioritizing sustainability is that the (economical) 
risk is considered too high, you simply do not know if and in that case when sustainable solutions 
will be profitable. Even though the SE4SS does not propose any specific solution in dealing with 
risk and uncertainty, one can argue that just by having a structured process and transparent 
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communication where sustainability is integrated from the start is one way of dealing with un-
certainty. Furthermore, one may argue that ignoring the sustainable development goals pose a 
larger risk than allocate resources to work with them, in any project and for any client. Firstly, 
due to Agenda 2030 becoming more and more integrated into legislations on a national as well 
as international level which may shift the economic incentives sooner than later. Secondly, due 
to the public discourse which is questioning actions of individuals, corporations and authorities 
in terms of sustainability performance to a higher degree. And thirdly due to business reasons, 
since the younger generations are seen to care more about the values of their employers and 
making a societal impact (Deloitte, 2019). So, if companies/organizations/agencies want to re-
cruit top talent they should consider working with the SDGs. Especially since these generations 
are not the future, they are the present. 

10.4 Self-criticism   
The SE4SS-framework and the development process has been far from perfect with several weak-
nesses, for example:   

- The development of the framework has naturally revolved around SSPA, since their con-
cerns were the starting point of this thesis. This means that the SE4SS has been influ-
enced by SSPA’s procedures and the individual views of the employees. This limits the 
generalizability assessment of the framework. Furthermore, only a small amount of people 
was involved in the validation process (either as supervisors or workshop participants) 
and cross-checking of the opinions was not performed. It would have been desirable to 
perform another workshop, preferably at another ship design company to get more than 
anecdotal evidence of the usability and value of the developed framework. Furthermore, 
the usability assessment is somewhat insufficient in terms of evaluating difficulties in 
using the SE4SS. The workshop participants were all experienced project managers 
(within the maritime sector) or/and naval architects and it has not been investigated if 
this is a requirement in order to successfully understand and use the framework. What 
user background and prerequisites are necessary remain unexplored.  
 

- Using Case 1 and 2 for both development of the framework and validation of the result 
is naturally not optimal from a scientific point of view.  Instead, it would have been 
beneficial if three new cases were used instead of just one for validation purposes. Why 
this approach was nevertheless chosen was due to time saving reasons since information 
about the cases had already been collected.  
 

- Case studies within the private sector would have been beneficial to investigate in order 
to assess a broader generalizability of the framework, since no private ship-owners has 
been studied.   
 

- More extensive testing of the applicability of the tools and methods is needed in order to 
validate the suggested approach for choice of tools in Section 7.4.3, Figure 11.   
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10.5 Ending remarks  
To the notion of the author, no literature has up until this point revealed the gap that exists in 
the Swedish maritime industry between will and pressure to act more sustainable and actual 
decisions taken, with respect to ship concept selection. The developed SE4SS-framework as a tool 
to illuminate and reduce this gap constitutes a unique combination of established theories that 
has not been offered before.  Lastly, the work contributes to the literature that seeks to enable 
well-supported decision-making with respect to sustainability in any context or industry.  
 
The final impression is that there is an attitude of everybody is waiting for everybody else within 
the maritime industry and public sector today. And when real change is starting to become 
mainstream, either through new legislations, new economic incentives or extensive public pressure, 
the ones who has already analyzed their sustainability performance, impact areas and potential 
possibilities (perhaps by using the SE4SS-framework) will be the ones who are going to take the 
leap towards the ambitious goals first. And one can wonder what will happen with those who 
have stayed too far behind.  
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11 Future Work   
Integrating sustainability in an efficient way into ship design and decision-making has proven to 
be a difficult task, and future work is needed. Both in terms of continuing developing the SE4SS-
framework and in investigating the underlying causes, methods for assessment and dealing with 
uncertainty.  

11.1 Uncertainties & Risk - who takes the risks?  
In future work it would be interesting to explore the relationship between risks, especially from 
a ship-owner/public agency contra legislator’s perspective. Risk, especially economical risk, is one 
of the biggest obstacles in closing the gap between sustainability ambition and action. How can 
this discrepancy between regulations and economical benefit be reduced? As proposed in Case 
Study 3 (Section 9.4.2.2) just reporting against the SDGs (Level 2, see Section 10.1) might serve 
as a useful tool in order to elucidate the legislators about the needs and possibilities of the 
industry. This could in turn stimulate actions from the top level that that goes in line with what 
the actors need in order to dare investing in more sustainable solutions. However, these are just 
speculations and this thesis has not focused on this aspect nor proposed any specific solution to 
how it should be handled, and this is therefore subject to future research.   

11.2 Other key processes  
One thing in the case studies is the importance of early on formulating what decision the concept 
study is supposed to support and separate this from function specification or systems require-
ments. Systems requirements definition process is a key player in the concept development, but 
what most people forget is that it is precisely that, a process. Not an input. Digging deeper into 
the Stakeholder Needs and System Requirements Definition Process (which are described by the 
ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288 standard) to understand how this should be conducted and what tools 
there are to use for optimal performance in ship design projects is potentially material for a future 
master thesis in itself.   

11.3  Continued development of the SE4SS-framework 
The SE4SS-framework is far from perfect. Missing features were discovered during the validation 
process and are subject to future work, for example: 

- Full-scale application of the SE4SS to enable further improvements.  
- Investigate and give suggestions on how to assess future generations as stakeholders.  
- Map who is involved in what processes and activities in the concept development. The 

SE4SS does not include descriptions of this and further research is needed to add that 
dimension to the framework.  

- Investigate methods and tools to assign probability to different alternatives in the trade-
off analysis.  

- Investigate if the same outline as the SE4SS-framework but with different activities could 
be applied in the later stages of a project as well (such as design and production). What 
benefit would this have? And how can another actor, such as a yard company, apply a 
SE4SS-like-framework to improve their sustainability work and aligning procedures with 
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the SDGs. Perhaps the SDGs can be integrated into more places in the systems engineer-
ing.      

Furthermore, it would be interesting to assess the usability of the SE4SS in other industries and 
for other products/projects. Even though developed for ship design concept development, the 
generalizability of both the SE-methodology and the applicability of the SDGs suggest that the 
framework could be of value in other areas as well. A continued evaluation of this would be 
highly interesting, since the maritime sector is far from alone in trying to tackle the challenge of 
shifting into more sustainable solutions.  
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Appendix A –  System Life Cycle Processes   
Figure showing all the System Life Cycle Processes that are covered by the 15288 
standard (ISO/IEC/IEEE, 2015, p. 16).  
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